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GOVERNMENT SMELLS SCANDAL
Loudon, June 5. The parliament

CONDEMNS

INDIAN

JUNE

BUREAU.

KILLING

ary committee investigating the scan
dais connected with the wireless contracts between the jiarconi company
and the British government, after
several secret sessions, met in open
session today for the examination of
a new witness named Saiaman. tils
testimony showed that Lord Murray
of Klibank had purchased in April
and May, 1912, some 3,000 American
Marconi shares.
It is pointed out that he resigned
his position as liberal whip In the
house of commons when the Marconi
IN
OCCURRED
1910
contract first came up for discussion IT
in parliament and that'he was raised
to the peerage on his resignation. He
MAN MAKES ADMISSION
IN ORthen went to America on busless
DER THAT PROPER PEOPLE
where he has since remained, main
MIGHT GET REWARD
taining silence concerning the Marco
ni troubles.

HAS

THIS

MISINFORMATION

DISSOLUTION

SANTA FE SELLS LAND.
Fhoenix, Ariz., June 5. Through a
deal just completed with F. S.
former receiver of the govern
ment land office, it was announced to
day that the Santa Fe railroad had
disposed of 100,000 acres, the last of
its land holdings in this state. The
price paid was $250,000. The land was
represented by government scrip and
was part of the original grant to the
railroad by congress of every alter-- '
nate section for 40 miles on each
side of its right of way.
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CONVICTS GET MORE TIME
Phoenix, Ariz., June 5. Petitions

TO

figures

up'
manv a

CiTY

Washington, June 5. Airs. Laura
Kellogg, a student Of the American
Indian, told the seuate. Indian affairs
committee today that only when the
A
bureau was abolished and the Indian
allowed to fight out his own problem
o existence would the red man return to the proud place he once occupied. She suggested the establishment of model tillages 10 tie conduct
IRON MOULDER TELLS OF SLAP ed by the Indians themselves. Mrs. COURT FIXES
DATE FOR
Kellogg condemned the Indian educaING PLANS FOR U. P.-ING DETECTIVE
REARDON IN
tion system, and said that it had
SEPARATION.
STEUBENVILLE
proved a failure.

ADMITS

i

Spaily
- v

i
i

5, 1913.

Oil, SI1ITII

of

i.

ED'TIOM

WINS

bearing sufficient signatures to initiate an
punshment law
in Arizona, were filed today'with the
secretary of state. Tbe lieople will
vote on the question at the general
election In November; 1914.
Simultaneously with the filing of
the petitions,
Governor Hunt announced that he wou:j reprieve un- HEARtil December, 1914, Charles' Schafer, COURT GIVES JUDGMENT
FOR
convicted of murder and sentenced to
P.
PLAINTIFF IN SUIT AGAINST
be hanged tomorrow, and extend to
THE ASYLUM BOARD.,
the same date the reprieves of four
other condemned murderers whose
JUDGES ACT present reprieves will expire June 20. HE
IS
GIVEN
$9,942
anti-capit-

BE DISCUSSED

IKS DAMAGE

JUNE 12

CASE

SLEUTH

SENATOR OVERMAN THINKS SEN-
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THE

FEDERAL

"TIGER" GETS REPRIEVE.
Sacramento, Cat., June 5. Jake NOTICE OF APPEAL TO THE SUTHE PETITION OF THE BIG
TIVITY TO MOULD AND PERPREME COURT ISFILED BY
Oppenheimer, known as the "human
VERT PUBLIC MIND
RAILWAY
tiger," who was to have died, on the
THE DEFENDANT.
gal'iows tomorrow, was reprieved for
two weeks today by Governor JohnTWO
IN
IT
SCHEMES
MURDER
TRIED
BRINGS
WAS
PRESSURE
FOR
SUGGESTED
son, to allow him time for a secono. FOR
CONTRACT
VIOLATION
TARIFF WILL STAND
or the case to the supreme
appeal
5.
President
June
Washington,
court of the United States.
Wilson's position in support of free EUT LEE CAGE WAS ACQUITTED
IT IS PROPOSED EITHER TO SELL
LEGISLATORS FEEL THEMSELVES
IT WAS SHOWN THAT THE PHYSThe condemned man Is charged
wool and free sugar seems to grow
THE S. P. STOCK OR GIVE
INFLUENCED BY MISTAKEN
AND CONFESSION WILL NOT
ICIAN WAS DISCHARGED BEwith two murders and several murstronger as the day of the senate
IT TO A TRUSTEE.
CONSTITUENTS
CAUSE PROSECUTION
FORE TERM ENDED.
derous assaults, most of which were
caucus draws nearer. The tariff bill
committee
while
in
prison.
will be put to the acid test there, and
KEEPS OLD PROMISE.
St. Paul, Minn., June 5. The UnColumbus, O., June 5. Lee Cage,
Washington, June 5. The senate's paryt leaders now feel that the presiJudtje David J. Leahy yesterday af
5.
A promise ion Pacific Railroad company applied METHODIST PROTESTANTS MEET ternoon
June
Mass.,
Lee,
a
the
Iron
Moulders'
union
has
disclosed
member
the
of
lobby investigaton
gave judgment for the plaindent's stand will be supported almost
Kansas City, June 5. More than
in the sum of $3,942, In the case
of Wheeling, W. Va., confessed In made 24 years ago was fulfilled yes- in St. Paul today to Federal Judges
tiff
activity of powerful lobbying interests unanimous'y by the party.
terday when Charles Blonde received Sanborn, Hook and Smith, sitting in a thousand delegates were present tt of Dr. H. M. Smith against the hoard
of a "new character" was the opin
Free shoes, free lumber, free agri-- i United States district court here to a check for
$10,000 from his brother, the district court for the district of the opening in Kansass City, Kansas, of trustees of the New Mexico Hos
ion expressed by Chairman Overman cultural products, free wool and free day that he killed Detective John J.
of the twenty-firs- t
national conof Anchor, Wyo. When
Blonde
Joseph
,
Steuben-villeUtah, for an order fixing the time for today
for the Insane.
of the committee today.
sugar, as provided in the Underwood Reardon, of Pittsburgh, at
vention
of
the
Methodist
Protestant pital
he left Lee in 1889 to seek his for- the
The case of Dr. H. M. Smith against
"We have developed thoroughly the bill, are to stand, the administration
hearing upon the first and second
0., in 1910.
tune In the west, Joseph told diaries amended
Young people's union. The delegates
the board of directors of the Insane
plans gor the disposition of
fact that there Is powerful and con- leaders declare, and the probability
The killing occurred during a pe
would make him a present if the stock of the Southern Pacific held were mostly from Sunday schools and
he
that
Asylum for New Mexico, came on for
certed lobbying," he said. "It is not of any amendments in the senate i riod of labor trouble. It developed
Christian Endeavor societies. The
he prospered. In a letter accompanytrial before Judge David J. Leahy,
by the Union Pacific company in the
the personal appeal to senators, but lessening.
that Cage had been tried at Steuben
check Joseph said that he matter of the dissolution of the com- convention will continue for four in
the
ing
the newer form of organized activity
chambers, yesterday, both parties
vuie more than a year ago on a
had not forgotten his promise and bination between the two. The time days.
to the suit having waived a jury and
to mould public sentiment and to incharge of having murdered Reardon: that he had "made
good."
and place of hearing were fixed at 10
consented that the case Ehould be
fluence senators by means of public WILL TRY TO PROVE
and that he was acquitted.
a. m. on June 12, 1913, ln St. Paul.
tried by the court. " Measta. S., B.
pressure from various sources. It is
Cage's confusion resulted in speedy
SUFFRAGETTE
COLDWELL IS SENTENCED.
An order was made that the petiDavis, Jr., and Charle3 W. G. War a
insidious to the extent that this pub-V- .
KILLED Hill dismissal of proceedings which were Worcester, Mass., June 5. Joseph tion for the hearing should be filed
DOCIOI!
the plaintiff and John D.
often
and
Sater
Involving M. Coldwell, who was in
organized campaign
Pending before Judge
licity
IS CONSCIOUS TODAY represented
charge of the with the clerk of the district court
W. Veeder the defendant
and
of
of
the
reward
$5,000
misrepresentation
disposition
partake
strike at the plant of the Draper in
December 1, 1910, a contract was en'"
Utah. The plans are:
misinformation."
,
SURPRISE IS SPRUNG IN CASE OF money offered by the commissioners Company at Hopeda'ie, was found guiltered
into for a period of five years,
Southof
That
stock
the
the
First:
was
of
Jefferson county and another suit
TO
WOMAN
WHO ATTEMPTED
Senator Overman's statement
menaces and ern
HENWOOD, CHARGED WITH
ty today of uttering
which Dr. Smith agreed to give
owned by the
Pacific
by
company
DERBY
IN
HORSE
to
Reardon's
administrator
STOP
collect
KING'S
an individual one, but he added that
by
KILLING COPELAND
threatening speeches, and sentenced Union Pacific company shall he offerhi entire time and attention to the
CANNOT SPEAK
$,",000 damages from Jefferson coun to
he had some "decided views on the
three months In the house of cor- ed for public subscription at a mini?
duies pertaining to the office of medrecom
would
question" as to what he
Denver, June 5. The disfense in ty because of Reardon's death. Fol- rection.
ical superintendent at the asylum,
mum
an
such
and
that
price
only
5. Emily
mend for the committee's report to the second trial of Harold F.
Epsom, England, jaue
lowing Cage's admission that he fir
was to receive therefor a salary
and
amount
of said stock as shall be desed the shots which practically riddled
Wildind Davison, the militant suffarg-ett- of.
charged with the murder of
be
$3,000 per annum, a residence tree
shaft
if
the
any,
court,
ignated
by
sensa
a
who
caused
the
of
the Pittsburgh detective,
-- t 'on turf baS
body
FG3D LAW IS allotted to subscribers who are stock tion by yesterdayat the
of rent, and certain household supwas entered allowing
kings torse
leaping
aTTagrMd'Order
of their 'activity in uTgnrg Jr opposing
Bottom
T.
John
when
of the hosUnion Pacific Railroad whilewhile he was
Attorney
today
'
Jio3dersoj
im plies from the commissary with which
running
legslation, have been added the names declared he would attempt to prove the dead man's heirs $1,500. After
month
and
$25
per
pital
company.
the Derby, and who suffered terformer United that Copeland died from "treatment the settlement ot the case Cage left
of C. J. Faulkner,
TO BE ENFORCED Second: That the entire stock shall rible
to purchase necessary
room
court
the
injuries, recovered conscious
West
from
hurriedly.
senator
States
Virginia; received by Dr. S. Van Meter, who
be transferred to a trustee approved
and one servant,
in
kept
noou
at
She
took
ness
today.
slight whose storehouse,
Colin Livingstone, officer of a Wash- was called to attend the
wounded
was
to
be paid by the
by the court and that certificates of
wage
but was unable to reply
SAYS interest representing, the stock so de- nourishment,
ington bank; W. J. Straussbruger of man.
CHEMIST
GOVERNMENT
to exceed $25 monthly.
not
board,
ENGLAND
to questions.
IS EXCITED
Glassmere, Pa., president of the PittsNEW ADMINISTRATION WILL
The first Intimation of this turn oi
Under this contract Dr. Smith renderposited shall be issued by the trustee,
Miss Davison is one of the best
London, June 5. The incident of
burgh Plate Glass company; Paul J. testimony was during
NOT BE LAX
which certificates of Interest carry
ed his services in a most satisfactory
She is
known English suffragettes.
Christian, an employe of the Louisiano voting right, or other incident of
asked the disqualification of Craganour, who
when Attorney Bottom
manner for practically a period of two
woman
of high education, an
a
young
na Sugar Growers' offices In Wash- Dr. Van Meter what he had done re- was first past the winning post in
5.
There stock ownership, except the right to
Atlantc City, N. J., June
years.
honor graduate of London University
ington, and Arthur B. Hayes, of Wash- garding the "picking up of the fem- yesterday's sensational derby, has will be no step backward in the en- share in the dividends obtained by
Upon election of Governor McDonof the final honor school at Oxand
cirin
a
created
racing
strong feeling
forcement of the pure food law under the trustee, and that the said certifiington.
oral artery in Copeland's thigh,"
ald, members of the board of directAlthough half the senate has testi- where the bullet from Kenwood's re cles and among the general public. It the new administration, Dr. Carl L. cates of interest shall be exchange- ford.
ors tendered their resignations to too
fied to the absence of a "numerous volver had penetrated.
the is almost unprecedented that such a Alsberg, chief of the bureau of chem- able for the deposited stock upon filBefore
chief executive, and that official
MATCH.
BIG
GOLF
and insidious lobby," with designs physician could answer, the question s" UIIUtu 8Ilou,u auacl1 lu UUB ul lup istry, today told the National Whole- ing an affidavit to the effect that the
a new board cf directors, who
Semi-tiGlen Cove, L. 1., June '5.
upon the tariff bill, the senate Inves- was objected to by the state, and theibg classic races, although similar oc- sale Grocers' association, in annual applicant does not own any shares
immediately
proceeded to fill the varfor
the
women's
als
golf
metropolitan
common hi me smuue. session here. He
tigating committee today resumed the jury dismissed pending argument incurrences
added, however, that of the capital stock of the Union Pa- championship were playea .today at ious offices at this etate institution
hunt, determined that the sergeant-at-arm- s immcal tie, frt Tvhoftlfcu- - GMr-- iDctminnv PIltS.
the "administration of the law will cific company. The certificates of in the Nassau Country club The first with democrats. Notwithstanding the
A motion
has been put down for gain ln effectiveness if coupled with terest are to be offered for subscripwould Issue more subpoenas. was relevant.
of the two matches was between Miss contract of Dr. Smith had more than
Senator Goff said his property inWith the exception of Van Meter's discussion at the annual meeting of a policy of education and instruction." tion to stock holders of the Union Pa- Georgianna M. Bishop of DrooMawn three years yet to run, the new board
terests might be affected by the testimony all evidence so far has! the Jockey club on June 1G, proposing
and ap"One of the great needs of the cific Rai'iroad company.
and Mrs. A. S. Rossin of the Century demanded his resignation,
verc times," he continued, "is more sciThe petition prays for the approval
change In tariff. No one had ap- been concerning the location of thc;Bew ru,es aud inictlnS more
club. In the other, Miss Mar- pointed Dr. William Porter Mills as
Country
on jkeys for foul riding ence in the manufacture of foods. In of both plans and for a reasonable
proached him on tariff and he knew principals when the fatal shots were Pl'!lalti
ion Ho'ilins of Westbrook met Mrs. his successor. Dr. Smith, turned over
such as characterized
W"
yesterday's the United States the business of time within which to elect under Howard F.
XTr, mnriHnn rF
of no lobby in Washington.
finorl
Tpi Tnhn
Whitney of the home c'rab. the office to Dr. Mills, under protest,
Senator Gore had no Interests af Srrlntror fho wnmnfi who ta RniH tn lle.
food manufacture has advanced with which plan to proceed and to offer
Miss
Neither
Bishop nor Miss Rol- and brought suit against the board
The public feeling is that the stew- I
fected.
the stock under the first plan or the lins showed to advantage in their on his contract.
have
extraordinary rapidity.
precipitated the quarrel
Senator Sherman said his interest in tween Sylvester L. Von Phul and ard ' ,ne Jorkey club- wno are meet"
The plaintiff's attorneys introduced!
"The transformation of the food certificates of interest under the sec- games yesterday. Each has a strong
the tariff was limited to farm pro- Henwood, in which Copeland, an on- ing today to discuss the matte: industry has been so rapid that abus- ond plan.
as evidence the contract, and the
following, though Miss Hollins was
ducts and only because he made farm looker, was killed, has been made as should take strong action in regard es have crept into It. New methods
of Dr. Smith to show that up
slight favorite today owing to her
to Johnny Reiff's tactics.
loans. He had no professional con- yet by any of the witnesses.
Road Asks to Issue Notes.
had to be devised. These have not
skill at the long game. Miss Bishop to the time of his removal he had fulThe stewards today suspended for always been
San Francisco, June 5. In further- and Miss Hollins won their matches filled the terms o the contract and
nection with any one offected.
thorpughly tested. Thus
the remainder of the Epsom meeting trade practices have become estab- ance of a Plan for extensive improve"The only improper influences ev
today and will meet tomorrow in the was at all times ready and willing
ments over its system, including con- final test for the championship.
to do so; a'iso testimony cf the docer brought to bear on me were by WILSON CONFERS WITH the Jockey Huxley, who was respon- lished that are hard to eradicate.
sible for the accident in the race foltor showing what his net earnings
"It must be one of the duties ot struction work in Louisiana, Texas,
representatives of labor unions," Mr.
lowing the derby yesterday when the the department of agriculture to ex- and California, the uouthern Pacific
Sherman said. "They threatened tc
had
been since he left the asylum,
JAPANESE AMBASSADOR horse of Felizardo was killed.
ON work and took up the general pracexterminate me."
amine into all of these processes, made application, today to the rail- TO SAVE
He knew of no organized lobby
tice in Las Vecas.
to improve good ones and discover road commission of California for perr
mission to Issue $30,000,000 in
defense simply Introduced evi- here.
bad.
also
substitutes
must
the
It
for
CUSTOMS
MORGAN DELAYS LINER.
PRESIDENT LISTENS TO PROTEST
5
cent
trust
collateral
note3.
per
Senator Shields said he raised live- New York, June 5. The sailing of be its function to develop methods of
AGAINST THE CALIFORNIA
board in requesting the resignation of
stock, sheep, grain, and Angora goats,
and of using as The application states that a part of
LAW
the liner France for Havre was de- utilizing
the money is to be used ln supplying SECRETARY MADOO HAS A PLAN Dr. Smith in the form of a resolution.
all affected by the tariff. No Impronow
food
not
are
which
many
things
to
13
allow
minutes today
J.
layed
additional facilities for the Atlantic
After a short argument by counFel,
per influences or lobbying had been
FOR FINANCIAL GAIN IN
5.
President P. Morgan, Jr., to bid" farewell to his utilized."
June
Washington,
the
lines
controlled
by
steamship
used to affect his action on the tar- Wilson
Judge
Leahy rendered judgment .la
REORGANIZATION.
4
sister, Miss Anne Morgan,' who will
arranged a conference at
company. favor
of the plaintiff ln the case Dr.'-IIiff bill.
near
ln
villa
summer
her
with
the
Viscount
o'clock today
Chinda, spend
M. Smith, in the sum ot $9,912.
s
Washington, June 6. Acting on
Paris. Mr. Morgan jumped from an
the ambassador from Japan, to
DEPENDS
ON
THE
Mr.
IN
JUDGE.
TODAY
CONGRESS
of
Veeder, on behalf of the board,
recommendations
across
HATPINS.
the
ran
Secretary
GIRLS USE
gangthe Tokio government's latest automobile and
C
incinnati, July 5. Judgs ualdweli
the senate commerce committee gave notice of an appeal to the suHazleton, Pa., June 5 Girls em- note of protest against the California plank just as it was about to be
of the c mmon pleas court will decide today voted to report favorably a bill preme court of the state, and the apraised. Miss Morgan was waiting for
ployed at the shirt factory of J. Geb-harland law.
5.
In this afternoon whether he will direct to defer until January 1, 1914, the peal was granted by the court, upon
June
Senate:
Washington,
him
and Company today continued
at
the
railing.
It was arranged that Secretary
the jury to bring ln a verdict of not proposed
session 2 p. m.,
of the cus- the board filing a bond1 ior costs.
the use of hat pins when approached Bryan should confer with President
con- gul'ity or order the trial of George toms service, which, by reducing the
committee
WorkLobby
Mine
Investigating
of
United
the
by pickets
Wilson before the ambassador is reB. Cox and four other former officers number of districts
TO REMOVE REPUBLICANS
tinued hearings.
HUNGARIAN
CABINET QUITS
and collectors
ers and other unions to urge them to ceived, hut that he would be present
5
of the Cincinnati Trust company, from 15C to 49, would affect every
June
faSecretary
to
Commerce
commission
Washington,
vcted
Vienna, June 5. Dr. Ladii.iatis A'jii
remain away from the factory.
later. Mr. Bryan will give to the
plan to clean out republican vorably report a bill to delay customs charged . with abstracting a note ot customs port In the country.
Lukaos, the Hungarian premier, toOne girl worker was arrested on a
president his views of Japan's re- customs officials at San Francisco is service
a
until January $352,500 from the bank, to pvc?eed.
pin joinder to the last note of the UniSecretary McAdoo declared that day came to the Austrian capital ami
charge of threatening o use
taken to be the forerunner of other 1, 1914.
while the plan, approved by former handed In the resignation, of the
on a policeman.
Her sister was al- ted
that the Calireiterating
States,
Mrs. Laura Kellogg, before Indian
most stripped to the waist In a fignt. fornia law is a discrimination and sweeping changes in a reorganization
President Taft, was an improvement Hungarian cabinet to Emperor Fran-ci- a
BRYAN'S , PEACE PROGRAM.
plan to be worked out, one port, at affairs committee, condemned Indian
5. Secretary upon the present distribution of cusJoseph, 83 ting of ITansary.
Washington, June
in contravention of the treaty of 1911.
a time.
bureau.
Bryan today announced that Ger- toms districts, there were objections
After reading Japan's latest note
PACKING STRIKE ENDS.
Finance committee continued con- many, Bolivia and Argentina had bo which might be overcome if its operAUSTIN BODY CEEMATEH
land iaw
Sioux City, la., June 5. The strike on the California
sideration
of the tariff bill.
PARTICIPATE
far approved his proposal for univer- ation were delayed. Sir. McAtioo said London, June C The Imdy
ITALY WILL
ln the Cudahy and Armour Packing and Just before a conference with
House: Not in session; meets at sal peace as to ask for tentative he does not believe "local pride" Is a fred Austin, the l;te-norh
Rome, June 5 The Italian chamcompany plants, Involving 1,500 i"en, Ambassador Chinda, President Wildrafts of the treaties. With these
valid cr eerloua reason for delaying was cremated at tloM-fi:,,
was settled today, the common labor- son today expressed the view that ber of deputies today approved an noon Friday.
w
the list of nations that have the reapportionment. He recommend- - day, A memorial pfrvt
Budget committee began consideraers being granted an advance of from the new communication opened the appropriation of $400,000 for Italy's
re- - ilia Chapel Itoyal, Ft. .!:.:.
to
to
of
to
tion
reform
methods
of
amended
consider
the
undertaken
the
ed
be
that
Pacific
Panama
in
plan
the
proposal
plana
friendwhich
to
20
cents
10
an hour,
participation
they way for "very Interesting and
at the same hour.
favorably reaches thirteen.
quire an annual saving of $r ',000.
had demanded.
exposition in San Francisco in 1915. framing appropriation bills.
ly negotiations,"
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u
THE

a RAILWAYS
JIAL COMMITTEE FOR TRAFFIC LEGISLATION MAKES
ITS REPORT.

:i

T peka,
Kan., June 5
a in Topeka nave the

Railway

report of
pecial committee on relations of
ay operation to 'legislation down

he
v

fay 21, 1913.
roads
7 Tee hundred and thirty-on" iting 223,418 miles, are supporter lie work of this committee, which
in
.ddition to the main committee
i up of executive officers, includes
ximmittees of (1) officers of the
lanical departments,- (2) engin-:- :
e

-

:

"
:

;

lg officers and (3) signal

engln- -

le only legislation directly affect-- t
the railways passed by the Sixry-- ;
nd congress which adjourned
"Car-1- "
ch 4, 1913, was the
of
theft
property
bill, making the
g transported in interstate comce a federal crime, and making
transportation of any such sto'ien

)erty from one state to another a
irate offense.
,
There has thus far been introduced
in the Sixty-thircongress, now in
the rail20
Mils
affecting'
session,
ways as follows:
(1) Authorizes interstate commerce
commission to compel installation
of Block system when they consider
earnings warrant.
(2) Compels Installation of Block
system.
(3) Requires adoption Block system
within six months.
(4) Prohibits construction and use
of passenger equipment after January 1, 1914, other than steel or steel
under irame.
use of passenger
(.") Prohibits
equipment after January 1, 1915, other than vestibu'ied steel caifi, equipped with modern appliances.
Prohibits use of other than
:)
aitre passenger equipment after January 1, 1918,
(7-Directs postmaster general to
buy steel postal cars to be used instead of leasing railway equipment.
CM Directs
Interstate commerce
commission' to report on use of certain combination tie.
(10) Prohibits use of any switch
engine after June 1, 1913, not equip-v- e
according to specifications men;

,

d

1

tioned.
' service law
(11) Amens hours
to as to gtvfl ?,4 consecutive hours of
duty out Of every ICS hours' period.
(12) Makes unlawful to work employe over 16 hours consecutively
and limits telegraph operators, etc,
to S hour shift or 16 hours off.

Prohibits employment of chil14 or any female for less
under
dren
than $C weakly, or any trainman over
4S hours weekly.
(14) Provides for annual licensing
roadmasters, foremen, and others, superintendents construction, maintenance and repair of tracks.
interstate commerce
(15) Gives
commission power to decide on application whether employes' pay can be
reduced, or if railways should raise
same.
(1G) Authorized appointment commission to investigate wage controversies.
(17) Authorizes American Railway
association to designate code of train
rules.
(IS) Requires live stock to be
moved at minimum speed of 20 miles
an hour.
(19) Requires live stock to be
moved from time of loading to destination at average speed of 15 miles
an hour.
(20) Requires headlight of at least
1,500 candle power.
Railway Situation In Mexico.
Advices are that there are practically no American employes still in
the service of Mexican roads outside
of towns on the United States border.
Telegraphic information from the
City of Mexico to employes of the
National Railways of Mexico who
have been idle since the constitutionalists secured control In northern
Mexico, but who' have been drawing
pay regularly. Bays that nn'iess conditions change in the meantime all
employes who cannot be employed
elsewhere will tie dropped from the
pay re!!. on June 13. The pay roll in
Kaalf i ses last pay day to those employed amounted to over $50,000.
Some 800 men are affected and on
the rest o! the 'line about 700 more.
There is much disappointment among
the men, as there la no avenue of
employment to them except service in
the constitutional army, provided
arms could be found for them.
Officials of Bteamehip lines have
been advised by the National Railway
Lines of Mev'eo that no more freight
will Tt ac.ff i.'teu ai pen lor imenuj
(13

nations via Tampk-- on account
of insurrectionary
troubles. Consignments to Tampico, however, are
still handled promptly.
The threatened destruction of portions of the railroads between Santa
Rosalia and Boquilla, in the state of
Chihuahua, by revolutionists caused
an appeal to be made by the Mexican Northern Power company to the
British government for protection of
,its property. This railroad is about
40 miles long, and serves as a means
of transporting material and supplies
for the construction camp at Boquilla, where a $6,000,000 dam is being
built across the Conchos river. Besides about 1,500 Mexicans who are
employed upon the works, there .are
more than 250 foreigners living at the
Boquilla camp. The railroad is owned
by the same British syndicate that is
constructing the dam.
Advices from Laredo" are that another effort will be made within the
next 10 days to resume train service
between that city and Monterey. Service has been suspended on the National railways since March 17. A
large force of men is at work repairing the damaged railroad bridge between Lampasas and Nuevo Laredo,
and expect to complete the work next
week.
The bridges from Lampasas
southward toward Monterey are already repaired, bui in several instances the bridges between Lampasas and Nuevo Laredo were destroyed by the rebels and entirely
new structures will be necessary.
Rock Island Traffic Alliance.
Chicago and Alton officials say
that the Frisco and the Chicago and
Eastern Illinois receivership will not
affect the proposed traffic alliance between the Rock Island, the Chicago
and Alton and the Chicago and Eastern Illinois. The latter road has now
under construction a spur track, 35
miles in length, which will connect
the Rock Island and the Eastern Illinois with the Alton between Chatham and Peoria. It is proposed to
operate freight trains, largely coal,
over the new track, now under construction, connecting the Eastern
and the Alton at Chatham on
the latter road and thence running
over the Alton to Peoria, a distance
of 75 miles.
The Alton management has been
counting upon this additional traffic
to offset traffic lost when the Chicago and Northwestern opens its new
line between Peoria and Benld. The
Northwestern is now using the Alton
tracks between Bpnld and Peoria for
its coal trains fr om Central IllinoiR.
Connect With Rock Island.

Fort Smith, Ark., June 5. Henry
Stroupe of Paris stated here that ac
tual work on the extension of the
Fort Smith and Subiaco line to Dar- danelle to connect there with the
Rock Island will commence July 1.
The Rock Island yesterday began
practically to rebuild its line from
Dardanelle to Ola, eliminating a half
mile trestle and reducing the grades
and curves.
President Ingersoll of the Midland
Valley railroad accompanied by Phila
delphia bankers who are heavily interested in the line announced that
the road would begin work on its extension from Wichita, Kan., to Den-ceColo., within 60 days. This precludes possibility of the line starting
work on its extension from Fort
Smith to Shreveport, La., before next
spring at least.
r,

More Train Butchers.
Beginning on Sunday, the train
"butcher" on the lines of the Chicago and Alton will be eliminated. As
a result of numerous complaints from
patrons of the company, who object
to offensive methods by agents In
No

LIVED ON
HAW EGGS
tfr. Richard's Experience With Different Diets.
Peaches and
Buttermilk for Three Years.
Cecilton, Md. Mr. George Richards,
of this place, during the past 12 years,
has probably tried more different diets
than the average person would ever use
in a lifetime.
What he has to say about his experi
merits, must therefore be highly interesting to anyone suffering from indigestion
or stomach troubles of any kind.
He says: "For more than 12 years.
I suffered with stomach troubles, and
paid hundreds of dollars for doctor bills
and medicines. I was also operated on
for piles.
I lived on dried
peaches and buttermilk
for nearly three years. The only thing
not
would
that
give me pain was raw eggs.
1 could not
1 was a physical wreck.
sleep, and was as near crazy as a man
could well be.
1 must
say that after taking two nf
packages of Thedford's
it did me more good than ail I ever spent
for other medicines.
I have been working daily on the farm
ever since, and 1 am as hard as iron."
This purely
remedy has been
In successful use for more than 70 years,
Try it Cut be sure mat it's "'i liedfordV
Black-Draug-

viable

efforts to dispose of their wares, the
management decided to transfer the
privilege of selling newspapers, magazines, cigars and candy to trainmen
and porters. While stops are being
made at important
points news
agents will be permitted to canvass
trains.
Railroads Warn Girls.
Chicago, June 5. Eight of the
large railroads entering Chicago began posting along their lines notices
to girls, issued by the Illinois Vigilance association, warning young women against chance acquaintances.
The posters urge girls traveling alone
to Chicago to write to one of several organizations that they may te
met at the train and saved from de-- J
i
signing men and women.

can admit or exclude at pleasure any
person or class of persons. I incline
to the belief that this is a matter
which could be properly regulated by
city ordinance, and perhaps it may be
well to make some effort in that direction. I do not believe it would be
proper or desirable for the railroad
company to throw open its station
and grounds to all kinds of hotels,
some of which might not be of a reputable character", but with that qualification there are many reasons to
contend that it is unfair for a railroad company to lend Itself to the establishment of a monopoly, in whole
or in part, by, any one hotel.
Yours very truly,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.
'

Attorney General Clancy has renCOLD IN ONE DAY
dered the following opinion relative
BRO.MO
Quinine to the
luku i.axaVIVK
statutory authority to tax the
rati
Iiruggisis refund money It li net product of mines:
h,. W. GROVE'S slg
.ails lo cure
June 3, 1913.
nature is on each box.
Mr. Raymond R. Ryan,
Silver City1, N. Af.
Lear Sir:
I have today received your letter of
- NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
Alay 29 in which you say that the
f
board of county commissioners or
TO CURE

A

.

2.--

Santa Fe, N. M.,June 5. In answer Grant county have asked your opinion
relative to the statutory authority to
to the recent letter received by the
tax the net product of mines, and you
corporation commission from a hotel
in the matter.
man in Albuquerque relative to the ask my opinion
To make this clear a brief review
matter of favoritism alleged to be
of some statutory provisions seems
shown some hotels over others by a
necessary. Section 401 S of the comGeneral
railroad, Attorney
Clancy
piled Laws of 1S97 provides that "AH
has written the following letter:
property in this territory, not exempt
June 3, 1913.
law, shall be subject to taxation."
by
Air.
Tom
Hotel
Manager
Dean,
next section as a definition deThe
Combs, Albuquerque, N. M.
clares "The term real estate includes
Lear Sir;
all lands within the territory to which
Your letter of Alay 23 addressed to
title or right to tide has been acthe state corporation commission has
all mines, minerals and quarlieen by that body referred to me for quired,
in and under the land, and all
ries
reply, as you have already been inrights and privileges appertaining
formed, and I take the first moment 1
thereto, and improvements."
have had when I could answer you.
It is therefore apparent that all
You show by your letter that you
is subject to taxation unproperty
have something at least approaching
less
specially
exempted by law. This
a grievance on account of the action
leads us to examine section 175G of
of the Santa Fe Railroad company in
the compiled laws in connection with
permitting some hotels in Albuquerchapter 60 of the laws of 1899. Secque to solicit business on the station
tion 175G in the enumeration of subplatform and to exclude from that
jects
exempt from taxation sets out
privilege other hotels, and you ex"mjities and mining Iclaims bearing
re
in
the
belief
this
that
is
press
silver and other precious or usestraint of trade and a violation of the gold,
ful metals (but not the net product
Sherman law. If it were a violation
and sunTace Improvements thereof)
of the Sherman law it would be enfor a period of ten years from the
tirely beyond the jurisdiction of any date of the loction
thereof." Chapter
state officers, and any remedy to be
60 of the laws of 1899 provides that
applied would be only through agen- no
tax shall be levied upon a mining
cies of the federal government. It Is,
claim nor upon the shaft or workings
however, I believe a matter of purely
therein until after patent has been
local concern and a subject with
Issued and for one year thereafter,
which congress would have no proper
adding "hut ntfthing herein containauthority to deal. Your other sug- ed shall be held or considered to ex
gestion that such action way ire in empt from taxation as now
provided
restraint of trade Is entitled to some
by law, the Improvements upon any
consideration as it Is possible the such
mining claim, other than the
courts might hold that such conduct
shafts and other workings as afore
is in violation of sections 1292 and
said, nor the net product of any such
I
1293 of the compiled laws of 1837.
mining claim."
cannot, however, predict with confiIt would seem from this course of
dence whether those sections, which
that in excepting from the
legislation
are aimed at monopolies or attempts
the net product of mines
exemptions
to monopolize "trade or commerce,"
the legislature took the view that such
would be held to extend to such a
net product is property and taxable
case as this.
under section 4018 of the compiled
I have made some examination of
laws, and was careful not to include
authorities and find that there have; such net
product in the exemptions. I
been in different states in the union
find nothing to Indicate that these procases decided by the appellate courts
visions have been superseded in any
where similar questions were Involv
way and they are not in conflict ay far
ed, the greater part of them being as as I
can find with anything in the conto hackmen, or omnibus companies
stitution which, by section 2 of article
Railroad companies have given to VIII
gives the legislature power to
such persons or companies exclusive
levy "taxes upon the production and
privileges at their stations, and when output of mines." All the statutes of
the matters have been brought Into the
territory not inconsistent with the
court the decisions have not been constitution
are continued in force by
harmonious. In a number of cases section 4
of article XXII, so that the
the courts held against the railroad
validity of any territorial statute is
companies, but in most of those cases to be
judged the same as would be a
the decisions were based upon some statute
of the state. In addtion to the
constitutional or statutory provision statutes
already cited attention shouid
requiring the railroad companies to be called to section 6 of
chapter 84 of
"grant equal facilities for the trans the laws of 1913 which
that "All
says
portation of passengers and freight property, real, and
In the
personal,
to all persons, companies or corpora
state shall be subject to taxation, extions." We have no such statutory
as In the constitution and existor constitutional provision in New cept
This
ing laws otherwise provided."
Mexico, so that these decisions are
shows the intention to leave
clearly
not applicable, and even If we had
the taxability of property and any exsuch a provision I doubt if it would
emption from taxation just as already
be applicable to soliciting business
provided by law.
for hotels. There is, however, some
Yours truly,
reason to believe that a railroad com
FRANK W. CLANCY,
pany Is of such a public character
Attorney General.
that It ouht not to be allowed to
show favoritism In such a matter, al
The Continental Oil company
of
though there Is no doubt that the
railroad must necessarily have con Iowa has filed notice of dissolution
trol over Its station and station with the state corporation commisgrounds and can make reasonable sion. The Iowa concern dissolved
rules and regulations for the conduct some time ago and It is said that the
of business therein. It Is quite plain, concern left the state of Iowa with
for Instance, that a railroad company unpaid debts amounting to 1 80,000.
might give a man the privilege of The concern by a similar name was
soon after organized and Is doing
conducting a news stand or a stand
for the sale of cigars and tobacco up- business in the state of Colorado
on Its grounds without being obliged The Colorado concern is incorporated
to give any other person a similar to do business in this state.
privilege. It certainly could make
Contest of Homestead
rules to govern the methods of hack-meUnited States Commissioner AI. T.
or hotel runners In soliciting
Some
business.
courts, however, Dunlavy is hearing a homestead case
have held that the railroad compa- this afternoon. The case Is the connies have full and absolute control test of David Valverde against Be- homestead
over their stations and grounds and nina Cordova Involving
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Can't Keep it Secret
The splendid work of Chamberlain's
Tablets Is daily becoming more widely known. No such grand remedy for
stomach and liver troubles has ever
been known.
MISUSE OF BRANDS

Albuquerque, N. AI., June 5. V. J.
Linwood, secretary of the New Mexico cattle sanitary
board, has returned from Wilcox, Ariz., where he
attended a meeting of the Arizona
livestock board, participating in discussions, on line riding, recording of
brands and other matters of common
interest to cattle growers in New
Alexico
and Arizona.
The brand
question was discussed at considerable length. It- was proposed at the
meeting in Wilcox that a system be
established whereby Arizona and New
Mexico will
in the matter
of recording of brands. At the present time it is possible for an unscrupulous cattle grower in either New
Mexico or Arizona to record brands
in one state, very similar to brands
being used In the other state, drive
the cattle across the line into Arizona
or New Mexico, and claim possession,
making it difficult and in some instances practically impossible for the
owners to prove ownership.
"The line between New Mexico and
Arizona is only imaginary," said Mr.
Linwood, speaking of the brand discussion. "The cattle owners near the
line are entitled to the same protec
tion as the growers in the interior.
We believe that It will be possible to
establish this protection by
between the Arizona and New
Alexico boards and It Is planned to devise ways and means for such protection at a meeting of the Arizona
board, to be held in Phoenix on July
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beautiful sheer white "goods
More appropriate than any other
white goods answers the call

of Dame

Fashion for

1911

i

White Lingerie Dresses, Waists,
Suits, Skirts, Garden Party Dres

ses, White Evening Gowns and all
White goods needs for this Sum-11- 1

cr

,
We

,

t

feature

of patterns

wide range
and weaves of
a

Linweavt desirable for almost
unlimitea uses in making white
outer and under garments for
women, children and infants
has all the charm of linen at
cost

litltn&Ztill)
LtlllWKaVK
one, third linen 's
15c to 75c Per Yard
Las VegasLoftdingStoro

S.&tts&iwaj&t 6 Son
South SidoPlflja

Establisked 1868

A substitute medicine is never for
the benefit of the buyer. Never be
persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
and colds, for children or for grown
persons. It Is prompt and effective.
It comes in a yellow package, with
beehive on carton. It contains no
opiates. Take no substitute for Fo1."
ley's Honey and Tar Compound. O.
Secretary Linwood expects to at- G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
tend the meeting in Pheonlx as a Store.
representative of Jthe New Alexico MANITOBA MEDICAL CONGRESS.
Doara.

i

i

-

application 017769, made January 16,
1913, located on sections 31 and 6,
township 1G and 17, north range 3,
N. Al. P. At.
The homestead is located in the Jemez country, and
there are a number of witnesses in
the case and Commissioner Dunlavy's i
office resembles a court room, with
the presence of lawyers, interpreters
and stenographers. AI. j. AfcGuin-nes- s
is representing the contestant,
Air. Valverde.

6

Brandon, Man., June 5. Several
hundred prominent physicians and
surgeons are attending the sixth annual meeting of the Manitoba Medical association, which was called to
order here today by. the president,
Dr. J. g. "Matheson of Brandon. The
sessions will continue over tomorrow.

The Brilliant Stars of June
By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound is. at all times the "Star"
medicine for coughs, colds,, croup and
whooping cough. A cold in June Is as
apt to develop Into bronchitis or pneumonia as at any other time, but not if
No Substitute Could do This
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
No inferior substitute but only the
Drug Store.
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Neb., of his
kidney trouble. He says: "I was
MARITIME SHOW IN HOLLAND.
bothered with
and the pain
Amsterdam, June 5. The National would run up tobackache,
the back of my head,
Atari time exhibition, for which prepa- and I had
spells of dizziness. I took
rations have been making for more Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
than a year, was forma'ily opened to- work and I am now entirely rid of
trouble." O. G. Schaefer and
day and will be continued until the kidney
Red Vrosa Drug Store.
end of
attrac-

September. The chief
tion of the exhibition is a great col- HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN MEET.
lection of historical documents, old
Chicago, 111., June 5. The annual
prints, pictures, models of boats and convention of the National Hardwood
relics of famous Dutch voyages of Lumber association met In Chicago
exploration and colonization.
today and was called to order by
President Charles H. Barnaby of
No person need hesitate to take FoGreencastle, Ind. Numerous questions
ley Kidney Pills on the ground that of
Importance to the trade are schedknow
not what Is in them. Foley
they
for discussion during the two
uled
& Co. guarantee them to be a
pure
curative medicine, specially prepared days' session.
for kidney and bladder ailments and
irregularities. They do not contain
When the
is suffering the douhabit forming drugs. Try them. O. ble affliction baby
of hot weather and bowG. Schaefer and Red Coss Drug Store.
el disorders, the remedy needed Is

AIcGEE'S

BABY ELIXIR.

It reduces
condition, corrects the
Stomach and checks looseness of the
bowels.
Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co.
the feverish

Stings or bites of insects that are
by swellings, pain or itching
should be treated promptly, as they
are poisonous.
BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT counteracts the pois-a- . It
is both antiseptic and heallns. Price
25c, EOc and 1.00
bottle. Sold
by Central Drug (Jo.
followed

BAnNQUET

FOR AMBASSADOR.

London, June 5. Elaborate preparations have been completed for the
banquet to be given tomorrow night

by the
hdhorof Walter Hines Page, the
PilgjcIms-of-jGreatrtaiii-- 'w'

A Work'er Appreciates This
Wm. Alorrls, a resident of Florence,

Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
years my kidneys and bladder incapacitated me for all work. About eight
months ago I began using Foley Kidney Pills, and they have done what
ether medicines failed to do, and now
I am feeling fine. I recommend Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store.
EBERHART

COMMENCEMENT.

Ames, la., June 5. Many visitors
were present today at the anual commencement exercises at Iowa State
college. President Pearson presented the diplomas to the graduates and
Governor Eberhart of Minnesota delivered the oration.
Shake Off Your Rheumatism
Now Is the time to get rid of your
rheumatism. Try a twenty-fivcent
bottle of Chamberlain's Liniment and
see how quickly your rheumatic pains
disappear. Sold by all dealers.
e

CAPITAL PAID !N

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

J. M.

D.

T. Hoskins,

E. S. Lewis,

t.

LAS
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Cashier.
Ass't. Cash.
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Interest Paid On. Time Deposits
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S3O.000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. HAYUON
H. W, KELLY
D.

new

American ambassador. The dinner
will take place at the Savoy hotel.

President
Vice President

T. HOSKINS

Treasurer
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no like a wonder, while Walsh is
form.
slowly showing his
These two, with Scott, Benz, Lange,
Cicotte and White to heip, will bother
any club.
"What have I to say about my own
club? Nothing much, except that we
are out there every day trying. We
have no quitters on the club. Every
man is game. We are making a lot
of blunders in the field and on the
bases, but we are trying and we are
What more can we do?
winning.
old-tim- e

DAILY

we
any sp3c--the
this
year
have disgusted people
way Mr. Griffith- and others have with

will leave

it to

Of- -

hC,

lLE$
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SCORINIj

their continuous yelilng and protesting. The umpires will also testify
that the Naps have occasioned them
less trouble than the teams we have
been up against. During the games
with the eastern clubs we did not
have a man sent off the field, but
Isew York had three, Boston two,
Philadelphia one and Was" '.ngton RECENT
MANY
one."

MADE MORE

j

PLAIN

REMOVES
REVISION
MbOTED
QUESTIONS
FROM BASEBALL WORLD.

a base runner to make one or more
of the batsman (or prolongs the 'life
of a base runner at a base), or allows
bases when perfect play would have
insured his being put out."
j.nu.1 is mieuuttu lu vuvei yaiyixuiv
and inexcusable muffs by Infielders
who drop balls which fciey received
in ample time to put out a runner.
For Instance: pitcher catches runner on second flat footed, shortstop
or sdcond baseman takes perfect
throw, and has all the opportunity to
tag the runner but egregiously muffs.
was not
One error. Why not? But
in the rules.
The third sentence of that rule was
amended to cover a method of scor
ing that has been In very general
use, but had no real authority in the
code. The words in parenthesis were
added: "An error shall not be scor
ed against a catcher or an infielder
who attempts to complete a douole
play unless the throw be so wide that
an additional base is gained. (This,
however, does not exempt from an
error a player who drops a thrown
ball when by holding It he would have

He does not.

i

The.pluy

baseman to second is eauroly di.
tinct. Why should the shortstop bis
given credit for his original mistake?
Tnere is no reason.
Hard to Decide This Play
The committee was frankly stumped by one play but made a half ruling. Man on first and starts a steal;
catcher makes peOct throw. Neither
shortstop nor sect I baseman ma ws
so RAILROAD F
a move to cover bag; ball
'
Vl,o
l
to'.
tl
runner
id PL:. ;
outfield and
y'ii t
gets the error? It i
f:u!.J
the catcher's fault, (j.
ers got the signals cro
mittee decidel tint
not to be t:har:.c
The be t '' v:
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public must expect mistakes.
Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
Turner is the only real veteran in Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain! Brooklyn, June 5 Some definite
tr hat the Red Sox must be consid- the infield now and he is playing out across my back, with a burning and results were ixcomplished at the reis the belief of his usual position. Johnston and scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney cent meeting of the scoring rules
(i as pennant factors
certain
IV
Joe
Birmlng-- Chapman are entering upon their Pills as advised, with results
Baseball Writers'
1 ressed by Manager
toned up and invigor- committee of the
I
felt
sura.
and
'J. U
while
Kansas
the
in
National
at
fast
r,
company,
America
says
real
first
year
r of the Naps,
ated. I recommend Foley Kidney Association of
rheumatism, league headquarters, and it Is to fee
Olson, like Turner, is out of his posi- Pills." For backache,
Star.
.
The outfield is. lacking a man lumbago, and all kidney and bladder hoped1 that the action will settle many
Hist at present, the three strong-- tion.
are
Chicago,
ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills, 0. questions which have been forward1.6 IMIH'
the
in
of
league
hi? league experience.
clubs
cross urua
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G. Schaefer and
the
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ed to the various members of the
Not Hard on Youngsters
n and Cleveland," declares
Store.
"If
in
the
Battlers.
Tom
Rice
are
the
of
youngsters
writes
our
Most of
lg
committee,
pitchers
iful leader
Athletics' pitching staff, were In who have lots of things to learn.
Sporting News
SOLDIER TO VISIT CANADA.
cided '
I XIO
First and foremost, the scoring
jr shape, I would include them, They are learning every day, some
nun
Quebec, June 5. General Sir Km
the pla
fcoombs is out of the game, thus times at the cost, of a ball game. Hamilton, one of the most noted comrules committee approved of the Cinthe ca
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TELL DIFFERENT TALES
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ROBERTS DENIES

New York, June 5. It would he a
physical impossibility for the United
States Sieel corporation to drive its
competitors out of business, accord
e
ing to Porcival Roberts, Jr.,
the
of
American
president
Bridge
company and now a director of the
of
at,
conclusion
the
i', and
corporation. Mr. Roberts so testified
rk he was, on the recommen-- i
today in the government's dissolution
f the faculty of Jefferson coli'.it
suit against the corporation.
lined the Corinna Borden
Roberts Contradicts Gary..,-.0 Mowship, a distinction award-- (
i;.
Perciva'i Roberts, Jr., a member of
..
i,every. four years from the- finance committee of the United

I:

.).
? hf

i

daughter, Frances Josepliihe.
Erlde's Sister a Distingufshed Ariist
A pleasing feature of the decorations at the Springer-Davi- s
wedding
was a collection of 13 miniatures,
chiefly portraits, done by Miss Eva
Springersister of the hrlde who
has recently returned from a three
years' sojourn In Paris, where she
has been pursuing her art studies.
Her works have gained the favor of
the authoritative critics of. painting,
ar.d a number of them were accepted
and hung at the exhibits of the Paris
SHon, and the Royal
Academy in
London, In the spring of 1912, and at
the annual exhibitions, of American
M'nlature Painters in Philadelphia
and Washington during the past win-te- ,
In January, 1912, she took the
first niize a meda! and money prize
for miniature wore at tho Ju'.Ien
Academy of Fine Arts in Paris, after
an active competition among a large
class, several other of whom received honorable mention.
Among the paintings seen here are
portraits of the artist's mother and
sister, which were much admiroS by
her friends.
Miss Springer Is a graduate of the
.Normal
Mexico
New
University
where she began her art studies under the efficient tutorship of ProfesAfter leaving
sor K. M. Chapman.
here she studied for several years In
the Art Students' League of New
York and then took up her special
work of miniature painting in Paris,
under Madame Laforge, one of the
most eminent teachers of that branch
of painting. Miss Springer has a studio In Washington, but expects to
spend the summer in New Mexico,
where scenes and objects of Interest
to artists are found in great profusion.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Springer have
been residents of Las Vegas since
ten
1883, and of Colfax county for
a
is
Mr.
that.
before
Springer
years
distinguished member of the bar of
this state: a member of the bar of
the supreme court of the United
States, before which tribunal he has
argued many Important cases. He
has been a member .of the territorial
legislature and twice a memher of
the territorial senate. Mr. Springer
has always taken great Imprest in
educational matters and was largely
instrumental in the location of the
Normal University at this place. He
was president of the board of regents
for five years. He is connected with
many important business interests in
the state; is president of the Maxwell Land Grant company, and a director of the San Miguel National
bank of this city. Several years ago
Mr. Springer retired from active business and has devoted himself to scientific pursuits, spending a part of
his time in Washington, D. C

i
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iiny education took the scien-uins- c
in the Kentucky Univer-- l
lngton, where he graduat- In the following year he
.leiferson Medical college in
(''"
'iliii, where' after a four
he was graduat- course,
Mi
the second honors of his
Tin1 next two years were spent
I'sid'-iiphysician in the Jefferson
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Among the guests fnim a distance price."
"Didn't you know that Judge Gary
was Mrs. Helen Spriilger-Fairbairsister of the bride whol was married and Mr. Farrell gave such prices to
here four years ago toiDr. John F. these journals?"
"No, I did not."
Falrbalrn, a distinguished physician
Mr. Roberts
explained that "all
of Buffalo, New York.a W her little

IflFE

.er

JUN

sked Judge Dick- people began, blading to the
tllebrated
yes- inson, attorney for the government.
marriage so happily
I
"I didn't know they had a published
terday evening.

-

ha

UjAY,
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young

EXPERIin
?AD

OPTIC,
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States Steel corporation, testified to
day that he never heard, that Judge
Elbert H. Gary, chairman, and James
A," Farrell,
president ot the corporation, announced to trade papers the
prices at which tne corporation sold
Its products.
Mr. Roberts was under
In the government suit to dissolve the corporation. Both Judge
Gary and Mr. Farrell have testified
that the corporation's prices wi$re
"announced to trade papers, so that
everybody would know what the corporation was selling at."
Today Mr. Roberts said' that trade
paper prices were some times fictitious, and cited instances when saies
were made by the corporation at
prices lower than those published.
"I would attach the same importance to prices published in trade papers that I wou'id to hearsay evidence," said the witness.
"Then the published prices of the
Steel corporation did not indicate the

'

1

kr-r

things being equal," the corporation
sold at a lixed price, hut that the mar.
ket was made by the buyer and seller
according to conditions,

We

OKLJIllOilJIN SUCCEEDS

kid-vill-

e

to come to our office S.turda.y
afternoon, June 7th.. between Three
and Five o'clock and we'll have

DR. W. E.
DR.

want every little kiddie from

GEORGE E. LADD IS CHOSEN
AS HEAD OF THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

cornucopia of fresh,
hot, just buttered popcorn for each of you!
9l

State College, June 6.The board of
reeguts, at a meeting held this week,
appointed Dr. George E. Ladd ot
Oklahoma president of the New Mex
ico College of Agriculture and Me
chanic Arts. Dr. Ladd will assume
his duties on July first, succeeding
Dr. W. E. Garrison, who has been
president of the college since 190S.
Dr. Ladd is a graduat .of Harvard,
holding the degree of Ph. D. He served for ten years as director of the
Missouri state school of mines and
for the last five years has been president of the Oklahoma state school
of mines at Wilburton, Oklahoma,
where he now resides. He visited the
college ten days ago and conferred
with members of the board, and since
that time has been vlisifjinfriends
near Silver City. He has returned
to Oklahoma to, arrange his affairs
there and will come back to the college to remain about the last of the

It's a regular party and you're invited.
"we'll nuvver, nuvver come to your party."

So come

or

Ten boy and girl ci fes will 'pop' the corn on El Tostovo
a dandy little electric toaster-stovthat your mamma
should have on her breakfast table. It makes toast, fries
so
eggs and heats coffee and tea, cooks hotcakes and--omany other things besides popping corn! And costs so
little to buy it so little to run it.
e

h,

Ask mamma for one!

you.

But come to 'our party, anyway and bring mamma vith
She may have a cornucopia too!
Party starts at 3 o'clock and lasts until 5.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

month.

The college Is considered fortunate
to secure the services of so able an
educator as Dr. Ladd has proven himself to be. He has taken a prominent part in the educational affairs
15
of Missouri and Oklahoma for
years, and his moving to New Mexico is regarded as a notable gain to

Cattle, receipts 3,000. Market steaLightness of demand allowed oats
to
to drop. July, after opening
dy to strong. Prime fed steers $8.3.")
to
off at 3S
dropped to 3Sy8. iff 8. 65; dressed beef steers $7.35
Provisions weakened with hogs. S.15; western steers $6.50S.10:.,
cows
First sales" varied from 5 cents lower southern' steers $5.507.65;
heifers
to 2
advance .with September at $4.507.23;
$6.G58.40;
for stockers and feeders $6.507.9O;'
for lard and at $11.27
$10.97
ribs. Pork was nominal. Tne clos- bulls $67.25; calves $711.
the state.
Market
Sheep,
receipts 10,000.
ing quotations for the day were:
weak to 10 cents lower. Lambs $6
Wheat, July 90; September
December
8; yearlings $56.50; wethers $4.50
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
5.75; ewes $45.25; stockers and
Corn, July
September
New York, June 5. The course
feeders
December
$3.255. .
indicatof stocks during the morning
38;
Oats, July
September
ed that severe liquidation such as
J
NOTICE.
has upset the market recently nad December
and
The
La
Jara
Fishing
Hunting
$20.23;
September
Pork,
July
beea arrested.
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
London sold about 25,000
shares $19.77.
lakes, which are the two northernSeptember
Lard,
July
$19.97;
here at the opening, chiefly Amalgamost of th group of Kroenig's lakes
$11.-07October
$10.92.
Union
Pacific.
This
Steel
and
mated,,
of
the Ten Lakes InrlcompaoyrWE
September
Ribs, July $11.62;
selling was largely responsible for "the
be allowed to hunt or t
T3efs6n"will
excited fluctuations of the first few
fish
this
upon
property except mem- minutes, , although bear ' Speculators
U
4 1,
A
ntj4 all naponna (r
helped along the decline until they
STOCK
must
LIVE
be
KANSAS CITY,
prepared to show
ing there
discovered that stocks were being tak5 a membership card in this organizaMarket
8,000.
Hogs,
receipts
en by substantial interests.
Otherwise they will be arrestcents lower. Bulk $8.308.40; hea- tion.
The inquiry was better, as the reed
butchers
for
and
trespassing.
cent severe slump had brought into vy $8.258.35; packers
THE LA JARA HUNTING
the market buying orders of an in $8.308.45; lights $8.358.45; pigs
AND FISHING CLUB.
$77.75.
vestment character. The demand, how

38,

89;

97.
58;
57.

59;

38;

38.

;

tH&

1

ever, was not keen and the trading
tapered out on the recovery.
Prices continued to rise during the
morning despite the weakness of the
Petroleum stocks. Can and Smelting
preferred, the latter losing 3 points.
Bonds were heavy.
Liquidation, which had been tem
porarily arrested in certain minor industrials, broke out with some violence. This development caused the
standard
stocks to again ,r break
ground, all of the active issues falling
back to below yesterday's close. Tobacco
and
dropped eight points
Chesapeake' and Ohio, Republic Steel
and
Fftroleum
preferred, Mexican
Great Northern Ore, 2 to
The market closed weak. Stocks
bought to support the list in the afternoon break were sold again but
prices did not reach the previous low
levels. Steel waa acutely depressed
and there was persistent sellilg of
Baltimore and Ohio, which broke below 93. The last sales were:
..... 67
Amalgamated Copper
106
Sugar . ; . ... ,
Atchison
...,..'95
..,.,.'..155
Reading
Southern Pacific ,
',92
,,'v
Union, Pacific . ... , . .'. .
.....143
54
United; States Steel ....
104
United States Steel, pfd.

'
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GOOD DRESSING

2.

.

liWflB

WM

A Copy of Good Dressing FREE at Our Pattern Counter Asi for It

AN ALL SEftVICEgSTORE
5?i',V.

the advantages of 'dealing" with"Bacharach's is that "
practically everything cat be" bought here. When ; you have ;
l
'
1 n Qfae of

V'.' ',':' ,M !'.nXj-i;
bought silk stockings here and want some pairs of inexpensive
hose for hard service, it is never necessary to go elsewhere for

them.

'

'

-

de-

pression and lower cables dragged
wheat today down grade. Although
selling was not heavy, support proved inadequate.
Additional moisture
in Kansas and Nebraska
counted
against the bulls. The opening was
unchanged to Vt off. July started at
89
to
unchanged to a
shade lower, touched 89
and then
fell to 89
.
The close was weak
with July at 90, a gain of
net.
Improved weahter eased corn, July,
which opened a sixteenth to
,,i
down at 58VJ to 58
, descended to 58. Prices strengthened
later with wheat. The close was
for July, a net adeasy at 58
.
vance of

!mtt

IADIB HOME JOURNAL PATTERNS

'.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, June 5. Wall street

JBll

After you have bought your boy a fine suit . or p3ir of

shoes you can find here also the best play blouses for 49c that

It is

price will buy anywhere.

so. all over the store.

Every

grade of merchandise that is worth having will be found at
Bacharach's.

89,

Many people have not realized this fact, and

it

is worth realizing.
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Mrs. W. J. Fugate left this after
noon for Santa Fe where she will at
tend the meeting of the officers of
the Federation of Woman's clubs,
which is to be held mere tomorrow

PERSONALS
Piano for rent. 18 Crockett building.
Eugenio Romero of Mora left this
morning for Enclno on a short business visit.
William Forbes, Jr., of Albuquerque came in iast night for a short
visit in Las Vegas.
George Graham of Doming came in
last night from his home, and will locate in Las Vegas.
Walter Hoke left this afternoon for
Taos where he will spend the coming ten days on a vacation.
Mrs. W. H. Land of Fort Sumner
.
came in last night from that place for
a few days' visit in Las Vegas.
Thorance Moses of Santa Rita, N.
M., came In this afternoon for a few
days' business visit in Las Vegas.
J. J. Kelly came in last night from
his home at Silver City for a Yew
days' business visit in Las Vegas.
Thomas Gaynor of Washington, D.
C, arrived in Las Vegas last night
for a short business visit In Las Vegas.
A. W. Bukker of Albuquerque arrived1 in Las Vegas last night from
the Duke City for a short business
visit. '
T. P. Gabel, formerly game warden
of TCew Mexico, came in last night
from Dawson for a short business
visit.
J. R. Russell left thiB afternoon for
Blufton, Ind., where he will be for the
coming month visiting realtives and
friends.
K. M. Chapman of Santa n'e came
In last night for a few days' visit in
Las Vegas. He is a well known resident of Santa Fe.
Mrs. Flo Harris of Alverton, Ohio,
came in this afternoon for an indefinite stay with her sister, Mrs. George
Laemmle of this city.
H. XH. Conne'il of Albuquerque Iqft
this afternoon for that place after
having been a visitor in the city for
the past week with friends.
H. H. Coleman, a well known business man of Albuquerque, came in
last night from that place for a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
Miss Lula Tipton of Sanchez, N. M.,
came in yesterday evening and wib
be a student of the New Mexico Normal University this summer.
II. R. Parsons and W. II. Land,
both well known residents of Fort
Simmer, came in last night for a lew
days' business visit in Las Vegas.
- Mir and Mi s. II. Lutr- - of - Lincoln
left this afternoon for that place m
their auto, after having been visitors
in I.as Vegas for the past few days.
for
V. C. Stewart, representative
Hit; Eastman Kodak company of New
York, was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today from his headquarters at
Rochester, N. Y.
Mrs. Anna Schoeny accompanied by
her daughter, Miss Edith, left this at
ternoon for their former home at
Princptnn. Ind . where they Will
spend the summer.
Perry Earickson left this afternoon
for Santa Fe where he will be on bus
iness for a short time and later go to
Albuquerque. He will return the latter part of the week.
Miss Jeannette Ward, wbo has been
at San Marcial for the past winter,
returned this afternoon in company
with her sister, Mrs. E. B. Holt, of
El Paso. Miss Ward has been teaching in San Marcial.
John Stein, manager of the Harvey
houses of the New Mexico di ision of
the Santa Fe Railway company, came
in this afternoon from his headquar
ters at Albuquerque for a short busi
ness visit in Las Vegas.
Palo Rosenthal, the son of Charles
Rosenthal, left this morning on the
Limited for Los Angeles, Calif., in
company with Mrs. H. C Lewis. He
will spend the summer in Los Angeles.
C. D. Smith drove in last night m a
Ford automobile enroute from D&ug-laHe left this
.Ariz., to Chicago.
and
stated, that
for
Chicago
morning
he found exceptionally good roads in
and near the vicinity of Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Nagel and children left this afternoon for
where they will locate for
an indefinite time. Mr. Nagle will en-tthe employ of the new Hotel
Combs there as barber, taking the
replace of Ed O'Brien, who recently
signed and returned to this city.

morning.
Ruperto Jaramilio, sheriff of Valen
cia county, came in this afternoon
with Eleas Sanchez, wno was committed to the state asylum. Sanchez is
in the last stages and attracted con
siderable attention at the Santa Fe
station this afternoon when taken
"
from the train
James S. Duncan, Sr., returned last
night from San Francisco, Calif.
where he has been' for the past tew
months visiting, the guest of his son
Gordon Duncan who Is now perma
nently located there. Young Duncan
is connected with the transportation
departfent of the .Santa Fe Railroad
company.
District Attorney Charles W. G
Ward, accompanied by Mrs. Ward
and their little daughter, will leave
this evening for Melbourne Square,
Nova Scotia, where they will spend a
month or more with relatives of Mr.
Ward. Mr. and Mrs. Ward will visit
several cities in the east. Mr. Ward
is taking this trip as a vacation. He
says he has not had a respite from
work for three years. During his ab
sence Assistant District Attorney
Chester A. Hunker will look after
the affairs of the district attorney's
office.

OIL DI
S LIKE FAKE

L

M'REYATTORNEY . GENERAL
NOLD5 MAY BRING FURTHER LEGAL PROCEEDINGS.
5. Attorney
June
Washington,
General McReynolds said today that
he regarded the Sandard Oil dissolu
tion decree as inadequate to meet the
intent of the Sherman law. This was
the first definite indication of the
attorney general's attitude towards
an investigation now being conduct
ed to determine
whether an "oil
trust" still exists.
His objections to the decree, like
those he has expressed against the
Tobacco trust decree, are based on
the ground that a real dissolution of
a tru3t cannot be accomplished by a
distribution of the stock pro rata
among the same
Morrison- From Cbarlea-B-.- ver E. Pagan, his special assistants,
the attorney general has heard the
results of their investigation of the
oil situation, and is now deliberating
whether
the department of Justice
will be justified in taking further ac
tion under the Sherman law. Should
he reach the conclusion that a trust
still exists, it is pointed out that
three plans of action are open to the
attorney general: A civil gult for the
dissolution of any new combination;
Indictment of Individuals or contempt
of court proceedings. If action 1b tak
en, it is believed, It will be more like
ly of a criminal nature.
share-holder-

and-Oli-

I

For YOU!

YEAR AND A

nu1

June 5. Jack' Johnson,
Chicago,
the negro heavyweight champion, today was sentenced to one year and
one day in the state penitentiary at
Joliet, and fined $1,000 for violation
of the Mann white slave act.
Sentence was pronnounced on Johnson after Federal Judge Carpenter
had denied a motion for a new trial
made by counsel for the negro. Johnson obtained two weeks in which to
prepare a writ of error, and the bond
for" $30,000 on which he has belt at
liberty since his conviction was allowed to stand.
Half a dozen deputy United States
who had grouped themmarshals,
selves about Johnson in anticipation
of resistance when the prison 'sentence was given, left the room when
Judge Carpenter announced that the
tighter could continue temporarily at
liberty.
The sentence to the state penitentiary is the result of a recent order
from Washington that all persons
convicted in the federal court in '.his
district should be sent to the stat
prison, owing to the crowded condi
tion of the federal penitentiary at
Leavenworth, Kan.
Johnson left the court room declaring that he would not give up his
fight for liberty and that if the writ
of error were denied he would make
further appeals.
The arguments for a new trial
came up as a surprise late this afternoon. The case had not been set previously and the proceedings began
with the unexpected appearance in
the court room of Johnson and his
lawyer.
"It has been hard to determine
what punishment should be meted out
in this case," said Judge Carpenter,
in passing sentence. "We have had
many cases where violations of the
Mann act have been punished with a
fine only. We have had other cases
where defendants have been sentenc-- j
ed to one or two years in the peni
" '
tentiary.
"The circumstances In this case
have been aggravated. The life of
the defendant, by his own admissions.
has not been a moral one. The de
fendant is one of the best known men
of his race and his example has been

Silver Spoon
p'V-jfyo- u
use

Semi-Annuall-

FLOUR

LIGHTWEIGHT
AFFAIR
IS
EXPECTED
TO
DRAW BIG CROWD

NEWMAN-SHAFFE-

PEOPLES BANK

There are but two more weeks before the bout between Louis Newman
of Denver and Harry "Kid" Shaffer
of Albuquerque is to be staged in
this city. The event is Interesting
all the fans and promises to be a
live battle. Newman, as he is in all
his battles, is confident that he will j TODAY'S BASEBALL
again be able' to win. With the Las
Vegas fans Newman is the favorite
National League
and the general opinion is that New
Pittsburgh, June 5. Today's game
man will win. Shaffer Is a popular
in the National league was won by
favorite with the Albuquerque fans
and the prospects are that a large Pittsburgh.
R. H. E.
delegation from that city will attend
2
8 0
Philadelphia
the bout. Shaffer is confident that
6 7 0
Pittsburgh
he will win.
Batteries: Rixey, Moore and Killi-feAlthough the opinion of a number
Adams and Simon.
of the Albuquerque
fans is that
Shaffer won the battle with Anaya
Boston at Chicago; clear.
on Decoration Day only by a small
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh; cloudy.
.margin, the general opinion In the
Brooklyn at Cincinnati; clear.
Duke City is that considering the
New York at St. Louis; cloudy.
boys fought with
gloves
American League
the decision was well given. One
Chicago at Boston; clear.
fan from Albuquerque who was a visDetroit at Philadelphia; clear.
itor In Las Ve?as this week, stated
Cleveland at New York; clear.
that had the boys fought with the
St. Louis at Washington; clear.
Shaffer
regulation weight
gloves
American Association
would have knocked Anaya out In
Milwaukee
at St. Paul; cloudy.
the first round.
Kansas City at Minneapolis; cloudy.
The tickets for the bout have been
Columbus at Indianapolis; clear.
issued and will be placed on sale the
Louisville at Toledo; clear,
latter part of this week. On account
Western League
of the large guarantee that Promoter
Denver
at
Topeka; clear.
Charles O'Malley was forced to put
Wichita
at
Lincoln; cloudy.
in
to
order
up
get this fight, there
Sioux City at Omaha; cloudy.
will be no compllmentaries issued.
Des Moines at St. Joseph; clear.
There also will be a slight change in
the admission fees. The stage will
YESTERDAY'S
BASEBALL.
be fitted out with tiers of seats, arNational
League.
ranged so that persons occupying
At Pittsburg: Pittsburg, 0; Philadelthem can see the battle at its best.
4.
phia,
These seats will be sold at the popAt Chicago: Chicago, 5; Boston, 0.
ular price of $2. All the seats in the
At St. Louis: St. Louis, 6; New
lower floor of the opera house will
York, 4.
be sold at $1.50 and all seats in the
At Cincinnati: Cincinnati, 4; Brook,
balcony will go at $1.
lyn, 3.
This price of seats will remain staAmerican League.
tionary for succeeding bouts, but the
At Washington: Washington, 6; St.
future of the game in Las Vegas will
Louis, 2.
depend entirely on the number of
At Boston: Chicago, 4; Boston,' 1.
fans that turn out to thla affair.
At Philadelphia: Philadelphia, H;
Prospects are excellent for a large Detroit, 6.
crowd and over 100 reservations al
At New York: Cleveland, 9; New
ready have been made.
York, 5.
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something
you 'd do any
way when 'you
learn how Much
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ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS

VEGAS,' N.

if
M.

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profit335,

000

icau

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Ranking.

sub- V

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

1,050

Western League.
AMERICANS

At St. Joseph:

LEAVE TAMPICO

Des Moines,

2;' St.

Joseph, l.
At Lincoln: Lincoln, 5; Wichita, 2.
Washington, June 5. Tne
"The sentence shall be that the
At Omaha: Sioux City, 5; Oma-ia- ,
Harry Morse, towed by the tug
defendant shall be confined a year
is enroute from Tam- - 4.
and a day in the Joliet penitentiary pico for Galveston with 108 AmeriAt Topeka: Denver, 8; Topeka, 2.
and that he shall be fined $1,000."
can fugitives.
of
The court denied a request
counsel for Johnson that the negro
Federals Fear Biplane
STANDING OF CLUBS
be allowed to serve the term in the
San Francisco, June 5. Officers of
of
Bridewell jail instead
the state's the United States naval collier SatNational League.
prison.
urn, which arrived yesterday from
Club
Won Lost Pet.
Johnson was convicted May 10 of Guaymas, reported that Didier Mas-so24
11
.C86
Philadelphia
having jald for the transportation o'
and his biplane had proved a New York
22
17
.564
Belle Schrelber from Pittsburgh to source of anxiety to the Mexico fed21
18
.533
Brooklyn
Chicago.
erals. The day the Saturn sailed from Chicago
22
20
.524
,
the southern port the Mexican war- Pittsburg
21
21
.500
24
20
.455
ship Morales made a hasty departure St. Louis
to sea.
17
.38G
27
Cincinnati
TO CELEBRATE
14
23
.378
Boston
American League.
Club
FOUR RIVERMEN DROWN.
Won Lost Pet
ON FLAG DAY
32
.762
10
Edmonton, Alberta, June 5 Caught Philadelphia
32
13
.711
in the swirling waters on the Frazer Cleveland
24
.558
19
of the Rocky j Washington
IN
ELKS
AND river, Grand Canyon
ALBUQUERQUE
25
21
.543
i Chicago
scow
to
Grand
a
Mountains,
belonging
LAS VEGAS TO OBSERVE
19
23
.452
Trunk Pacific railroad contractors Boston
PATRIOTIC OCCASION.
18
29
.383
was split In two today and four of its Detroit
19
31
.380
men drowned. The re- St. Louis
crew
of
eight
5.
A
Albuquerque, N. M., June
32
9
.220
maining four, after a desperate strug- New York -.
big public celebration of Flag Day
Western League,
shore.
the
with
reached
waters,
gle
will be held in Albuquerque on the
Club
Won Lost Pet.
F. J. St. John, Newton Kennedy, Harevening of June 4, under the direction old Dickson and Aaron
29
14
.674
who Denver
Karlip,
ofthe Elks' lodge. It is planned to lost their
27
17
St.
.614
a'll
were
Joseph
lives,
experienced
have the celebration in the Elks' and! well
;
20
23
.555
Omaha
known, rlvermen.
:
theater and to have a program that
.537
19
was reported that another quar- Lincoln
:.23'
It
will be unusually attractive.
Obser- 21
.21
.500
tette of rifer men had drowned sev- Des Moines
ajtlon of Flag Day Is required by the eral miles further- - up the canyon Sioux City
23
.452
.19
ritual of the Elks' organization and when their raft was wrecked. As a re- Topeka ' .
17
.403
25
local officers intend to leave nothing sult of the numerous fatalities in Wichita
31
.279
12
undone to make the celebration this Frazer river during the last week the
year an entire success. The program government has ordered all scows to
4
will include speeches on patriotic cease
running until the waters have
subjects by local orators and musical abated.
BASEBALL NOTES
numbers by well known musicians.
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show vou
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count here'and ifjyoutkeep adding to it regularly, no matter how small the amount Is, you will
be surprised to learn "how money grows'' how much you will save.
..

1

i

PjyABOMT

the tremendous accumulating- effect of money put at interest in this institution where it draws
One dollar will open an ac4JPer Cent Interest. Compounded

BO IT

Ml

BLACK PRIZE FIGHTER ALSO IS
FINED
WHITE
FOR
$1,000
SLAVE LAW VIOLATIONS

YOjJ SHOULD

FOR THE 610

i

This elegant Rogers'

Albu-querq-

Bray, deputy organizer
for the Fraternal Brotherhood, will
leave this evening for Albuquerque
where he will remain for a short time
on lodge business. During his stay
here Mr. Bray obtained a 'large number of new members for the local
lodge of the Fraternal Brotherhood.
Mrs. Genevieve
Rightmyer and
Miss Anna Sellers of Oklahoma City,
Okla., left this afternoon, for the
Grand Canyon and California after
having been the guests of Mrs. Elizabeth Rohrbaugh of this city for the
past few days. They win return to
their home by way of the Yrtlowstorse
park.
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CALIFORNIA Xd NORTHWEST
i

'

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913.

from June

Los .Angeles or San Dicffo

T

C1Q

s 3.50
Special dales, shorter limit
San Francisco $53.00 I
Special dates, shorte.- limit
50.09
f
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle
57.0
shorter
limit
Special dates,

I

Though it is required by the order,
Flag Day has not been observed in
Las Vegas by the Elks for several
ears. Last year the lodge was en
gaged in moving into, its new home
when Flag Day came around. No announcements have been made as yet
egarding the observance of the day
his year, though it is likely they may
e forthcoming in the immediate fu
,
ture.

DEFENSE CASE RESTS.
Boston, June 5. After introducing

several witnesses to corroborate the
witnesses of yesterday, the defense
of Frederick E. Atteaux in the dynamite conspiracy case, rested today
,
and arguments were begun.
Among the witnesses for Atteaux
were William B. Watts, former chief
inspector of the Boston police, and A.
A. Corby of Lawrence. Their stories
tended to confirm the version of the
Mrs. Fred Westerman
and daugh dynamite affair given by Atteaux,
ter, Eleanor, left yesterday evening who set up that John J. Breen and
for Kensington, Kan, where they Ernest W. Pitman hatched the plot
will- - remain for the
coming three to "plant" dynamite on the premises
weeks visiting relatives.
of the textile strikers at Lawrence.

The Filipino baseball team, which
Is to perform in this
country this
summer, has a pitcher by the name
of Jaropilla. Thats a nice name for
a shooter of the pill.
Leading the American association
in both club batting and club fielding doesn't seem to zot the St. Paul
teiim anything. The team has been
resting In the second division nearly
all season.
Milan, of Washington, who Is leading the American league in base
stealing, has stolen twice the number
of bases as has Myers, of Boston, who
is leading the National league In pilfered sacks.

--

Tickets are first class, good for
in either direction, and for further p :ji;'. t
as to routing etc., please call at tic!,. 1
1
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POLICIES
LAKE CITY IS THE SCENE
THE GATHERING OF
MANY EXECUTIVES.

i

products,
fr
ver sites and irrigation projects,
not for the best interests of the
jeral public. The development of
west, they believe, depends upon
idng the natural resources under
uUu' oithe
states themselves.
.?oe the call for an organizatioa to
rose the
national government's
'oyA plan of action will be out-and an appeal addressed to the
la ot the United States will be

With either Hamilton or Baumgar-ne- r
in the box, the St. Louis Browps
are able to give the best of them a
run for it.
(
brother of
Titcher Fred Bender,
'IChief" Bender the famous twirler
for the Athletics, Is to get a trial with

A

young brother of "Smoky Joe"
has Joined the
little old New

Wood, of the Ked Sox,
Brockton team, of the
England league.
Manager McGraw of
signed Pitcher White
the star
Mullaney,
Georgetown University

1

d

.3

'I

27 games.

the Giants, has
and Catcher
battery of the
nine.
Thrallklll, Womack, Stuck, Shapp
Cutnecht, Killebrew and Faurotte, are
a few of the names found In the line
ups of Kansas league teams.
ed.
Otto Jordan, the old Brooklyn star
Curing the three days' sessions of
conference addresses will be pre-.'e- and later piiot of the Atlanta Crackers, is managing the Valdosta (Ga.)
as follows:
Our National Policy as to the Use team of the Empire State league.
the rublio Range," Governor S.
Deafness Cannot be Cured
stev art of Montana.
Our ' National Conservation Po'i-- by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
.Governor, "c. M. Ammons of There Is only one way to cure deaf
and that is by constitutional
V' . )f Our Flood "Waters," ness,
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
Kan- - inflamed condition of the mucous lin
"feorge II. Hodges of
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
j
this tube Is Inflamed you have a runInterior
the
of
ning sound or Imperfect hearing, and
j eforestatkm
f it," Governor OSwall West when It Is entirely closed, deafness Is
I
the result, and unless the Inflammation ran be taken out and this tube
Done
Act
lias
he Carey
restored to Its normal condition, hearM.
est," Governor Joseph
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
oases out nf ten are caused by CaiVyoinins.
which is nothing but an Inflamj al Control ot Our Mineral tarrh,
ernor.G. W. P. Hunt ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
ies,"
We will give One Hundred Dollars
(caused by
le or National Control o our catarrh that cannot be cured by
Governor
fil Potash Deposits?"
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lars, free.
i "TO .Tnbnson of Califcriiia.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio,
Views Federal Control
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Our' TJnappropriatd Forest Areas,"
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiGovernor John W. Haine3 of Idaho.
pation.
''What Minnesota is Doing With
TAX PAYMENTS
Lands," Governor
Her Logged-O- f
Notice is hereby given that any
.Adolph O. Eberhart of Mianesota.
"What Improved Methods of Dry taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
farming Have Done for Nebraska,"
.;overnor John N. Morehead of Ne- and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
to a penalty of five per centum.
braska.
Further notice Is hereby given, that
"What the Reclamation Service
Has Done for Nevada," Governor T. after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
TL. Oddie of Nevada.
published of the publto sale of all
of Interstate Waters," property upon which taxes of A. D.
"Control
fJovernor William C. McDonald of 1912 remain unpaid at the date Bet
for such sale, and such property up
TvToviCO.
Culture and the Prairie on which taxes of 1912 are then delin
tvl quent, will b3 sold as required by the
States," Governor U session Laws of 1913.
loorth Dakota, j
as to the In- Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,
!
National
Policy
,.0vlT
Lee Cruce of 1913.1
Governor
Tribes,"
m
-

can

g

Cleveland Naps.
Ting Bodie, erstwhile bench warmer, has found his batting eye and is
helping the White Sox with a safe
Lake City, Utah, June 5 Ke-- t
blow now and then.
an Important and
Titcher Carl Cashion being out of
are expected to follow the
the game on account of an injured
u governors' conference, which
arm, is a heavy handicap on the Na
bled in this city today with an
tionals' pennant chances.
lance of the chief executives or
The Koanoke Tigers, who will raise
delegated representativea from their
pennant on
league
Virginia
.ites west of the Mississippi,
to bring
are
hard
June
10,
fighting
a announced purpose of the con-c- e
home another flag this season.
is to thresh out the question
games
Yale winning 17 straight
ale's rights, with particular ref--e
about proves that the Elis are
just
to the alleged infringements
the class among college nines of 1913
;ose rights by the federal govern- Both the Detroit Tigers and the New
t in pursuit of its policy of the
York Giants are trying to land Eddie
.orvatlon
of natural resources,
center fielder
H'oush, the
promoters of the conference be-- a
Evansville
Central
the
league
of
that the policy of the 'federal
team. He is hitting above .400, and
niment in seeking pbsolute con- has not filled to reach first in 20
of the timber, stone, water and
games.
the
valuable natural

i

sub- -

Terry Lipe's Savannah team Is set-tia hot pace in the South Atlantic
league. The team won 21 of the first

C

1

,,7clho

Supply,"

of Our

F. M.

Dako- -

!t'"True conservation and How to
It," Governor William Spry
i)f -- Utah.
Governor
ilow to Open Alaska,"
... r.it lister of Washington.
-

4,

Manager Earl Mack, of the Raleigh
Carolina league team, ha3 released
I: is young brother, Harold Mack. Both
sons of Connie Mack, the Philadelmanager..

phia

;;

Besides being a nifty twirler, Sis-"- "
-. .the
Michigan University pitcher,
clever outfielder and one of the
.test hatters that ever played if
igo baseball.
hat's a great pennant chase the
:rnational league teams are pnt- up this season. The teams are
vellng along with about 200 points
para ling the first and eighth pos-i-

She OPTIC

ons.
Toledo has obtained a proinisin"
ung catcher in Rex De Vogt. Cater WhalJing's fine showing with

LOCAL

Braves caused Manager Stallings
To release De Vogt to the Mud Hens. No.
No.
Murphr, of the Cubs, de- No.
threatened to put muzzles No.

T M'PIlt.lv.
Presidr-n- t

tmf

.tr-s
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it them from
it comes No.
., uf Charles No,
nt gasping for No.
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EAST BOUND
A

e

THE

1

No.

rrlve

2.. .. 9:10
4.. ,.11:05
8.. .. 2:05
10.. .. 1:45
1..
3..
7..
9..

p. m
p. m
a. m
p. m
WEST BOUND
.. 1:20 p. m
. 6:10 a. m
. 4:20 p. m
. 6:35 p. m,

1:4S
6:15
4:39
7:00

p.

a,

n

p. m
p.

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS

CAFE

AND

AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE BE8T GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

low-swun- g

CHAPMAN

RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED

"It's astonishing," the learned man
remarked, "that an Island as large as
that can be utterly lost in seas as
much traversed as those."
"How large is it?" asked Mr.

M7
The Temperance Advocate
poor man, don't you kaow that most
alcoholic beverages are adulterated?
The Drinking Man Sure, and that's
hv
miki it my business to take
larger drinks so that I get all of the
genuine article that's coming to
me.
T

cents per !Ine eacn insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
No d to occupy less space than two
lines. At!
advertla m'ntc charged
will be booked at space actually
it,
without regard to number of word
Cah In advance preferred.

my

vited.

NUMBER.

Wm. P. Mills,

H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary.

J

LAS

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO.
of B. B. Meets every

VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of
KNIGHT.Clw TFMDT.4P
T3o.
....... u
rooms of
cft- vO alar conclave- sec d Tues- - o'clock p.
uay in eacn month at Ma
$y
cordially
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H.
President;

Klniel,
corder.

S3.

MAIN'

S.

C.;

Cha. Tamme,

Re-

541

first
the month in the vestry
Temple Montefiore at
m.
Visiting brothers an
Invited.
Isaac Appel
Charles Greenclay, See

retary.
I. O. O.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

OPTIC'S

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYMASONS Regvlar con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7: SO p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

Meets every Monday evening a
their hall on Sixth street All visit
Ing brethren cordially Invited to a
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. El wood
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
1.

PAN8F0RD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
$, Meets first and third Fridays
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
at? 7:30 p. m. In Masonic
Love at Woodmen of the World
Temple,
Mra, J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
tron; Mra. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone Main 329.
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dep
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
uty. Visiting members are espe102 Mes every Monday night at
cially welcome and cordially invitO. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
ed.
8 o'clock.
Visiting' members are
cordially welcome J. C. Wertz,
ATTORNEYS
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
'

MONTHLY
Reliable gentleman or lady wanted as information
reporter. No canvassing. Spare
time. Enclose stamp.
National
Realty Information Bureau, 503 San
Fernando Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

$05.00

First class cook at
English Kitchen.

WANTED

the

HUNKER & HUNKER

B.

ar
Professoi" What
Chemistry
some of the uses of hot air?
Student In oratory it is said to be
especially useful in warming the audience up to the subject.
SHOWING HIM UP

WANTED

Middle

aged
woman with good references as cbmpanion.
Inquire Shumate's Studio.

Spanish-speakin- g

P.

O.

ELKS

Meet

H. Hunker Chester
and George

second
Tuesday evening of each

A. H

Attorneya-at-La-

fourth
New Mei- :Las Vegas.
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersarDENTISTS
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConWANTED
Dining room girl. 403
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTia "
don, Secretary.
Railroad avenue.
Crockett Building.
Mala
COUN-CIOffice Telephone
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
WANTED
Two good
Tarm hands.
Mala
NO. 804. Meets aecond and House Telephone
Apply S. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St.
O.
R. C. Hall,
fourth Thursday in
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Pioneer building.
Visiting memWANTED Four mules ranging from
Dentist
bers are cordially invited. Richard
5'tj 6 years in age. ' Not to exceed
Dental work of any description
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
56 Inches high and weighing 900
moderate prices.
to 1,100 pounds. Inquire of Albu- EL
NO.
I Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Mam
LODGE
DORADO
querque and Cerrlllos Coal ComEast Las Vegas, Ni. M.
KNIGHTS OF PY
pany, Madrid, N. M.
TH I AS Meets ev
ven Professional Health Culture for Ladlti
ery-- . Monday
"
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Ing in Castle Hall
and
Hair
General Massage,
Scaij
Knigiiti
Visiting
Treatment, Facial Massage Manicure
t
t
are
invit
cordially
FOR SALE Family horse, carriage
Plaza Hotel.
ei. Chas Llebaco
and harness, office furniture, stoves
Office hours 1:30 p, m. to 3:30 p. id
Chancelloi
ner,
and wool press. Apply to Harold
Commander. Harrj
Cohn, 1037 Eighth street, East Las
ry Martin, Keeper of Records anO
Subscribe for The Optic.
Vegas.
Seal.
e

1

Pop-

Spinster's Jest.

Widower,

-

I. O.

OFTEN SO

Friend (to elderly
Confidential
spinster) So, my dear, you've given
up advocating women's rights?
Elderly Spinster Yes; I'm now going In for one of women's lefts
What's
Friend Women's lefts!
that?
Spinster

f

W. M.,

TISEMENT?

Bryan.
"About two miles across."
"Well, I don't call that so remarkable," Bryan said, with a slight smile.
"The fact is, I myself have lost areas

a great deal larger than that."
ular Magazine.

'

ADVER-

Meets second

Thursday evening mi
mouth at W. o. W. Hall. Vliioai
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator;
J. Thornhill,
Secretary.
!curth

third
ThliraHan
each month. Yisiting

f'fi-

o. O. MOOSE

L.

M.

Regular communication first and

A

COLUMN

l

Had Lost Whole States.
When Mr. Bryan- was on the ocean
trip which resulted in his boat going
ashore near Cula, he made th: :.c
quaintance of an English scientist
who told him some fascinating stories
about the difficulties of discovering
unknown islands in the sea. The scientist mentioned one island which
was always reported in a different
isplace, and his theory was that the
land did not move, but that it had
some peculiar magnetic quality which
affected the ship's instruments and resulted in erroneous records.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A.

Five

The First Gun.
There is no sample of the earliest
"hand gun," first made, it is said, at
Leipzic (1375), which was merely a
miniature cannon, fastened to a kind
of club and discharged like a cannon
by means of a slow match. By lengthening the barrel affixing it to a
clumsy stock, boring the vent at the
side of the barrel, adopting a kind ,pf
lock which held the match and
brought it directly and promptly into
the priming powder and adding a
pan cover which protected the priming from damp and shielded the eye of
the soldier from its flash at the discharge, the match lock became sufficiently serviceable to become the favorite weapon of the soldier for nearly
three centuries and, It may be added,
is In use in Tibet at the pre6ut day.
National Magazine.

,

Far aie

dear.

9

L
Lloyd George's First Narrow Escape.
Mr. Lloyd George will never ilia
from ennui. The suffragettes will see
10 mat. But it is
Interesting to recall
aow his life nearly ended
abruptly
when he was a year old. He was seized with croup one winter's
night at
Haverfordwest,
where his narenla
lived, and his mother had to hurry
through the snow to find a doctor. He
arrived when the babv was AlmnRf- af
his last gasp and barely succeeded in

S

3r

100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
"Tha', is Duke de Bluffer. He says
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevverythtng he gets is O. K."
ens,
Humboldt, Kan.
"I thought it was O. T,"
"O. T?"
Miss
FOR RENT Front bedroom.
"Yes; 'oa tick.' "
508 Main Avenue.
Richley.

HARDLY

For Rent
RENT Three sunny rooms
suitable for light housekeeping. Inquire 623 Twelfth street.

FOR

iff
Id
an

Future Clothes to Be Paper?
Paper clothes were worn by the
Japanese troops during the war with
Russia, and they were found to be
very serviceable and much warmer
than those of cloth. Paper dressing-gowns- ,
and similar articles
of attire are now being turned out by
Jn England, France, Gerthe cart-loamany, and other European countries.
The paper of w hich they are made Is
of the "blotter" variety, and aftei
being treated by a new process is
"What do you do for a living, Samdyed in various colors or printed with
a pretty floral design. Even gloves bo?" .
are made of paper, the principal claim
Tse de manager ob a laundry."
to advantage being that they are sus"What's the name of the laundry?"
"Eliza Ana."
ceptible of being cleaned many time
ball-robe-

Bepart
:15 p. r
11:05 p. a
2:10 a.
2:19 .

'

LOBBY

last-name- d

puuing mm tnrough the attack.
Many years later at Cardiff the same
doctor came up to the present chancellor of the exchequer after a meeting and told him of this Incident, adding that as he went home that iin.
ter's night he had wondered whether
EUGENTO ROMERO,
It bad been really worth while to save
Treasurer and
Collector, San the baby's life, since there was ao
prospect before the baby but the life
Miguel County, N. M.
it an agricultural lnhnror . T.nr,n.
i.
Chronicle.
BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY
SUPPLIES
Bids for furnishing six months' supFilth In Lucky Stones.
plies for the State Penitentiary will
be lecelved until 9 o'clock a, m. TuesLaugh and scoff all you please, you
day, June 10th, 1913. Supplies con- will not be able to lessen one jot the
belief of thousands that there is
sist of groceries, meats, clothing, firm
such a thing as a lucky stone. A re
of
etc.
list
A
these
leather,
supplies cent pamphlet issued by the vender of
with conditions and blank proposals such stones declared to have been
will be furnished upon application to gathered with many others near Cey"It must take courage to go up
the Superintendent.
lon, India, contains, testimonials from an airship."
"It does, but not near so much
By order of the Board of Peniten- men of standing, who seem to be conhave the real luck to come down in one."
vinced
that
they
Commissioners.
tiary
as constant comJOHN B. McMANUS, Superintendent. fascinator with them
One enthusiastic stone holder
panion.
1913.
Dated: May 31st,
HIS WIFE
boasts that he has never been withSanta Fe, New Mexico. out a dollar since he purchased the
stone and that he has been offered
many and many a job where he could
not coax a single offer before the
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
6tone reposed in his vest pocket. The
AHO
dispenser of the stones, for $1 each,
does not say why he needs to dispose
SIGN PAINTING
of them for a livelihood if he carries
them himself.
N. O.

HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.

be

THE REASON.

Something New Under the Sun.
Just as we make up our minds that
the blacksmith and horseshoer have
become things of the past one of the
craft bobs
members of the
up with an idea that makes it seem
like the latest thing. The latest idea
is a traveling horseshoer's shop which
wagon
takes the form of a
with a canvas hood, in the body of
which is a complete horseshoeing
equipment, forge, bellows, anvil and
even the strong odors of coke and
burnt leather. The wagon travels
around the streets of the upper West
side and wears a mighty prosperous
air as it stands backed up to the curb
while the smith inside the wagon
pounds, out shining sparks from the
shoes he shapes on his anvil. New
York Press.
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Fuel
control
V'e'
Governor
Byrne of South

,

MIL -

FOR
RENT No
seekers need apply. Call
Kitchen.

ROOMS

health

GRYSTML JOB
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing- but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
'
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.
50c per 100 lbs

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

mi

White

Suite of nicely furnished
housekeeping rooms, electrlct lights,
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
Eighth street.

--

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Modern

furnished flat,

Ninth street.

511

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,

April 1, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Vin
cento Ciddio of Kast Las Vegas, who,
on December 16, 1907, made homeNW
stead entry, No. 05201, for VV
Yi section 31, W
SW
section 30,
township 14 N, range 17 E, N. M. P.
M., has filed notice of intention 'o
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commissioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
June 7, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Abeyta and Pedro Ciddio, East
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenclana
Las Vegas, N. M., Lucinda J. de
Trujillo, East Las Vegas, N. M.

o

Tru-Jlll-

MANUEL R. OTF.ItO,

Register.

i

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 Ibi.
30c per 100 lbs.
, ..40c per 100 fbi.
50c per '100 Ibt.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aaa
Lasting" Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

3
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ANT Ads

Are Best
Market Finders

Classified add. search out the people to whom among al!
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing It worth moat.

"

That property rou want to sell Is WORTH MOST vo somaoaa
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would sever
hoar
were
unless
here.
advertised
it
your property

S PILLS

Others, who read and ana wer ads. In thia newspaper want (an
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machlB'7
and furniture, article of tselulness of any sort, and musical ;.
atrumenta.

ahu your uriiaaiHt it i '
I fkU'lmUcrt IManona JbralY
u:l 4;,hi ii:ffiaiiic
1'llUm J(,-I 1 nLe m, other.
of yrtnr
,
Hut
111 ' IH
I'n GLt.
II W

As the classified ads. are read b) all possible bujeis, of all
alble aorta of thlags, they have come to be finders of the best mar.
.aets.

CHICHESTER
'

1200 Lincoln Ave

Phone Main, 227
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Paraphrasing the words of Horace Greely, ''The way to succeed is to advertise."
There is scarcely a notable commercial success that has not been built upon the so
lid foundation of advertising, and, likewise, practically all good, clean, honest business that advertises legitimately is successful.
Whenever you see a. manufacturer
with the retailers of this city or
a group of cities in the United States in an advertising campaign on behalf of his
merchandise you may safely make up your mind to three things
co-operatin-

IRTVthe-merchandis-

g

hasmerit.

e

SECOND, both the manufacturer and the merchant are progres
sive, dependable people with whom to do business.

THIRD, they are successful and merit your confidence and patron
age.
Manufacturers are beginning to understand that the only way to create actual,
demand for a product is to advertise it locally-i- n daily

"over-the-counte- r"
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automobile
this evening.

THE FOURTH IS

luuiys at 7:57

tJ LkJ

El Porvenir

Btage

will run daily dur

acity, five passengers. Fare
round trip. Phone Main 20.

M u .991If

ON

tktk lie

S IIGGESTEO

Finch's Golden Wedaiiig ttye, aged
In the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the Lobby, of course.
ing the remainder of the season. Cap

Ustm

HART, SCHAFFNER

LAS VEGAS BOOSTER
SAYS
TRADES AND AUTO PARADE
SHOULD BE HELD.

$1.00,

A

mi

& MARX CLOTHES

The Polished Steel
Line again leads all

('
hs
lfl V)

This make of clothing is distinguished
among clothes. The man who wears them
shows it and is proud pf it. We make a
special feature of these goods and consider
it our right to continouhly harp on their
good qualities'." The fabrics are perfectly
shrunk and correctly tailored.

mi

They're the true Economy in clothes
and cost just enough to be good as clothes
can be.

If

Carry Them n
REGULARS. LONGS and rJ.
We

I

STOUTS

GREENBERGER
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EXTENDED

FRUITS"

1

you oive voun KiratiE.
Our unprecedented
sale of Linoleum this
spring assures you
that our store is the
place to buy. Linoleums in every grade
and at the o vv e $
prices in Las

pghest n QualityDelicious In Flavour

R..f

ruMlo

Stewart ol Mob'
our Kationai

I nslst

Governor.
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I
i

LYE-PEELE-

conlu;.

i

CONTEST TIME IS

"HITS

is' -

you want the rvghest
quality in canned fruits

on "Hunts

1

Ve.

$2,-00-

1
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At
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-

We Will

J. H. STEARNS
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"Control

Ve-ge-

,overnorK
"Timber

nates,"
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Gross, Kelly

y

Son

j,$150 will buy 2 good building lots on Tilden avenue
$600 will buy 3 good building lot on Fifth street.
$950 will buy 4 room adobe house on a good corner.
$1300 will buy .nice 5 room frame house on 2 lots well improved

on Eighth street.
$C30 will buy modern frame house

5

street.

rooms,

2

lots on Jackson

$3250 will buy modern 6 room house, all
improvements, including furnace, on 2 lots on Fifth street.
$6250 will buy beautiful modern 8 room house,
everything
3 lots, best location on hill.
VACANT AND IMPROVED. ALL SIZES. ALL PRICES.
WE CAN SUIT YOU

i

l

THE INVESTMENT

ACENGY

&

603 Lincoln Ave.

CORPORATION

GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager.

-4i

CRYSTAL BUTTER.

S2"!jnCs

IS MADE FROM

& Co.

Sole Agents

JOHNSEN

"COMPLETE HOME yUR,ft)sprp

SS2

AIN WAGON
.i

yree

Toda"

THE OLD RELIABLE

If

Meae

Your Room

,
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others in attractive de
sign, simplicity of
construction and unexcelled workmanship

"There is hardly more than one
month left until the citizens of Las
A marriage license was issued yesVegas will celebrate the Fourth of
terday afternoon at the court house July and the question is: "Will Las
to David Maestas, aged 49, of Canon
Vegas celebrate in the way that the
Largo, and, Casimira Hernandez, aged day should be honored or wil'i the day
JE3H.
28, of Sanchez.
be observed merely as a vacation
from work?' " Thus spoke a Las Ve
At a regular communication of
3as business man this morning.
Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F. and A.
"It should be the former. Last year
M., this Thursday night 7:30 p. m., the
significance of the day went to
June 5, 1913. John J. Kelly, granl rack and ruin
through the big prize
lecturer of this jurisdiction will pay fight and
nothing save prize fight
an official visit to the lodge. Mem- ever entered the minds of the
general
bers and visitors are requested to he populace. Even the children almost
present.
forgot the day and there was none of
the real spirit of the Fourth shown.
Press dispatches received by The A few fireworks were the only signs
Optic this afternoon stated that A. A. that the day was the Fourth of July.
Jones of Las Vegas is present at the
"This year there will be nothing to
K23l
meeting of governors of western mar the real significance of the day I ilmm.Um,jr0flLyjITmi
states, which was called to order this in any way. There may a prize fight,
morning in Salt Lake City. Mr. but it will on'iy be something to inEHE-EMES
Jones, as first assistant secretary of terest the fans in the evening. The
Opposite If-- Y. HI. C. A.
the interior, represents the national whole morning and afternoon will be
government.
a
for
celebration.
Races,
18 NO LIE ON T(I&; LABEL
general
ogji
games and other amusements that
The following civil service exami make life interesting among the
LVE IN THE CAN
THERE IS
nations will be held in this city on events of the day.
"I suggest that the business houses
the dates mentioned: Juno 18 Den
tal interne (male) salary $600 per of the city on this day form a parade
and each house be represented with a
annum;
shin draftsman
copyist
TO
float of some description. This will
diem.
(male)
$2.80
salary
per
July
DUALITY
show that the business men are in
Laboratory assistant in engineer
with the spirit of the day.
sympathy
ing (male) salary $900 to $1,200 per
MONDAY
In the afternoon, there should
Then,
THE KIND THAT IS NOT
timber
annum;
cruiser (male) salary
be a good ball game, one that will
$1,320 per annum.
rea'ily make the fans get out of their
seats and root in the good old fash- Y. M. C. A., ON ACCOUNT OF BAD
There was some misunderstanding ioned way. Three years ago on the
ITS
WEATHER, LENGTHENS
m regard to the statement of the fin- - Fourth the citizens of Las Vegas parMEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN
ncial condition of the Y. M. C. A., ticipated in a big automobile parade
if
as stated in The Optic Tuesday which made a very imposing sight. It
On account of the bad weather dur
night. The Y. M. C. A. started for has been suggested that such a parade ing the past two days, the Y. M. C.
uusiness with a mortgage of $8,0v'0 I r given this year, as the automobiles A. Panama canal membership contest
in Las Vegas now greatly outnumber has been pushed ahead until Monday,
and a floating indebtedness of
June 9.
It has met its running expenses those of that year.
each year, but the floating indebted"Many other suggestions may be
According to the secretary the work
ness has remained. Of recent years made by enterprising citizens but at and the results have been satisfac
the-- floating indebtedness
has been all events there should be some 'live tory thus far, but there are a large
cut down to $1,000. The mortirae-- sort of amusement that will revive number of men who have not been
still remains. In reading the Dreced- - the old Las Vegas spirit. Now, if any seen and a number of workers who
article a few people got the ld- r- time, Is the time to start preparing have not had the opportunity to get
the association's entire debt had been ior this day, anolS tKbre "i6""8arcej cuW- cut down with the exception of $1 more than three weeks left, it would
One of the big surprises of the cambe a good plan to get busy at paign has been the work of the
000.
boys.
once."
The secretary thought that the boys
had pretty thoroughly canvassed the
The case of Land vs. Land, a suit
for separation and division of proper- - TRUSTEES SELECT MAN city for members before the campaign
and acctfdingly gave them a big hanbrought by Mrs. W. II. Land
dicap when the "big doings" started,
against her husband, was on trial to
TO SUCCEED UELOADO but he finds now that the little chaps
day before Judge David J. Leahy in
had only touched the outer edges bechambers. H. R. Parsons appeared
fore and the indications are that the
as attorney for the defendant, and the
BENJAMIN FULGENZI WILL SERVE boys' department will
report anywas
plaintiff
represented by J. E.
IN THE CAPACITY OF ASYwhere from 80 to 100 members bePardue. Mr. Land is a prominent
LUM CLERK
fore the smoke has cleared away.
citizen of Fort Sumner and a large
1
They are now leading the race across
stock holder In the First National
The board of trustees of the New the canal and their leaders say
bank there. Mrs. Land, in her comthey
Mexico State Hospital for the In- have several surprises
up their
plaint, alleges cruei treatment and
sane yesterday closed a business ses- sleeves.
incompatibility. The Lands were marsion
lasting two days. No friction
ried in Oklahoma 17 years ago. They
On account of cold weather and
have one child, a little girl, whose developed at the meeting.
'Benjamin Fulgenzi, formerly em threatening rain the Greater Las
custody the mother asks.
band did not give a concert in
ployed in the Appel Brothers' store
on the West side as bookkeeper, was Hilslte park last night, but will give
Laptam Charles D. Church of the elected clerk of the asylum, taking one tonight in the Plaza park If
First infantry, N. M. N. G., has re the place of Pedro, Delgado, whose weather conditions will permit.
H
signed from the state guard and First discharge by the superintendent some
Lieutenant William W. Dean has time ago caused considerable com- E3SBEEaEIEEm
been promoted to fill the place vacat ment. The board also decided that a
ed by Church as captain of Company student from the agricultural college
B. First Lieutenant
Henry F. Chris-tio- should be hired to assist the steward
Batt, Adj., First infantry, also cf the institution in the farming of
has resigned and Second Lieutenant the asylum tract, which has grown to
Guy A. Reed of the First infantry has be one of the biggest assets of the
been promoted to fill the vacancy. asylum. This student will act only
i Battalion
Sergeant Major Eugene A. as an assistant to George W. Ward,
Roberts of the First infantry Is to the steward, and it is believed that
take the place of first sergeant, vice with this new addition the farm
Dean. First Sergeant Fred M. West, will be even more productive than in
BEST THAT
of the First infantry has been assign the past. George W. Ward, the venJ
ed to take the place of second ?ieu erable steward of the asylum, has
i tenant of Company B,' vice Reed pro been the main factor in keeping this
moted.
industry at its best. It was decided
by the board many months ago that
Mr. Ward's position as steward was
ADVERTISED LETTER UST.
as long as that gentleman cared
We
Letters remaining uncalled for the good
headto hold it. He has done a big work
week ending May 31, 1913:
in the agricultural line for the insti
H, L. Boon, W. A. Bowman, Mrs.
4 Tea and Coffee name
Carroll Culely, Miss Carrie Glatten-bur- tution and it was for this reason that
Of Satisfying fame
the board voted that an assistant be
3, Mrs. M. L. Fle'id, Marillita A.
Gurule, Mies Juanita Guterres, Milton provided.
in
Tuesday evening at the asylum GovHochbaum, Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
ernor W. C. McDonald was the guest
Lawrence, Tessle Marquez, Apellnade
the board and officials of the asyof
Romero, Perfilia Roybal, A. J. RichCoffees
lum at dinner. The most interesting
J.
ards, Jr.,
Rachofsky.
STRAWBERRIES AND
When calling for the above letters feature of this affair was that, with
sold
Vegsvs
one
the
exception of the bread, all
please ask for advertised letters.
CHERRIES EVERY DAY
articles of food served were products
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
of the asylum farm.
The governor
expressed himself as pleased with
the dinner.
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GIVING

ANOTHER TALK

Let Us Show You

:an

.

:

Beautiful $25.00 Home-les- s
Symphony Talking
Machines to customers of
our store. Come in and

iA
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ARE--
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Wflinfra Pyh

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

BAKERY GOODS

THE

CAN BE MADE

CHASE.S.SANBORN,

a.re
quarters for fresh

Vegetables

g

FA

Fruits

These famous Teas and
are
in Las
only by

Slsra of iis8 Cost of Everything

Season

--

HE GBAAF & I1AYVARD COMPANY
13

and

Ealile

v

TOMORROW
at the Y. M. C. A.
4

.f.-

-

Ladies' class 9 o'clock a. m.
Business men's class 5.30 o'clock,

bon

Try a dram ot Oia Taylor
at the Opera Bar Adv.

Bour-

Royal Neighbors of America will
meet at the W. O. W.'hall on Sixth
street Friday evening.

.BOUCHER

jjf,""

mit

fch-

h'J- Tjtlr'y

Better Milk For a Better Town
Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.
Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
modern
cities.
by
Ring out the old mistaken methods.
Ring in the new correct ones.
Our dairy deserves your patrpnage.
Your family deserves our milk.

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy

South Pacific Street
PHONE MAIN 4 and 21

t

MilkinTime

Las Vegas, New Mex
4 A. M. and 2 P. HI.

1

